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ABSTRACT

MOORHEAD II: ROBERT JA1vlES. Image Sequence Compression Using a

Motion-Compensated Technique. (Under the direction of S. A. Rajala.)

A pel-recursive motion-compensated algorithm is developed and analyzed.

First, the criteria for convergence and the converge rate of the motion estimate in

a pel-recursive algorithm are derived. Secondly, a new motion prediction scheme

called nprojection-along-the-motion-trajectory" (P A.MT) is developed and analyti-

cally shown to be an improvement over the previous motion prediction schemes.

Simulations run on synthetic and actual image sequences to verify the analytical

results indicate three improvements of the compression algorithm. First, imple-

menting the analytical model as opposed to the generally used heuristic technique

yields a small, but significant, decrease in the information rate and the cornputa-

tional requirements. Secondly, the P AMT motion prediction scheme is shown to

offer the potential for increased information compression. Thirdly, zero-entropy

encodinz is shown to reduce the information transmission rate on the order of 20%o

and to reduce the mean square error in the reconstructed images on the order of

60% when compared to first-order entropy encoding. Although the compression

ratio is only on the order of 10:1, the reconstructed image sequences in all sirnula-

tions are of very high quality.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Image sequence compression attempts to minimize the amount of information

that must be transmitted or stored to obtain a certain level of picture quality. In a

single image or an image sequence, the amount of information is typically

compressed in two ways. First, the redundancy in the original signal is reduced.

Secondly. some of the unessential information in the original signal is deleted.

This deletion of information is not required, but frequently allows for a much

greater compression. Thus the Image compression techniques are not necessarily

lossless coding and a tradeoff exists between picture quality and information

bandwidth.

Image sequence compression is an outgrowth of single-frame image compres

sion. Many of the techniques developed for compressing the information in a

single-frame image have been extended to image sequence compression. Since

computation costs have decreased much more rapidly than communication costs.

image sequence compression has become a cost effective technique. However,

much work remains to be done in developing high-compression techniques which

can be implemented in real-time.

This dissertation seeks to solve some of the existing problems of real-time

image-sequence compression in two ways. First. the convergence requirements and



the convergence rates of one c la-s of' image-sequence compression algorithms will

he t.horoug h ly an alv zed. ~~('ondly, a new rnotion prediction scheme will be

presented wh ich wi ll increase the validit y of the assurnptions made in ana lyzing

the convergence properties and which will decrease the total prediction error. The

results wi ll indicate that the convergence properties of the algorithm are enhanced

and that the potential exists for greater information compression with the new

motion prediction scheme.

Chapter 2 reviews the fundamentals of image compression. In Chapter 3 a

method of image sequence compression which supersedes both spatial and

transform domain techniques -- namely motion-compensation techniques -- is

presented and discussed. The basic algorithm upon which a new motion prediction

technique is predicated is developed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 convergence

analysis of the pel-recursive gradient technique is performed. Chapter 6 presents

the new motion prediction technique. The advantages and disadvantages of the

technique are discussed conceptually and an analytical measure of improvement is

formulated. Chapter 7 contains simulations on synthetic and real image sequences

verifying the increased compression resulting from the new motion prediction tech

nique. Conclusions, a summary, and a potential architecture for real-time imple

mentation are presented in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER TWO

IMAGE COMPRESSION: A REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

.6~ review of the literat ure on image compression will be helpful to fully under

stand the problems to be solved and the applicable solution techniques. Jain [1]

summarized the mathematical models used in image processing algorithms. He

discussed causal prediction, semicausal prediction, and noncausal prediction

models, emphasizing minimum variance prediction. This paper provides a

thorough presentation of the mathematical models used in image processing, espe

cially those suited to image compression analysis.

A number of summaries and surveys of image compression techniques have

been compiled in the past five years, the most referenced ones are by Nagel [2],

Dubois et al. [3], Jain [4}. and );etravali and Limb [5]. The various approaches to

image compression and image sequence compression can be partitioned into two

groups: spatial domain t.ech n iques and transform domain techniques. The founda

tions of these techniques will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
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2.2 Spatial Domain Techniques

SpatiaJ domain techniques are those techniques which operate directJy on the

intensity values. These were the first. approaches to image compression. and ma uv

of the algor it h ms were subsequently p rotot y ped in hardware. Although spatial

domain codecs (coder!decoder pairs) are more easily implemented than transform

domain codecs, they typically have a lower bandwidth compression. Haskell [6]

presents a good survey of the spatial domain techniques.

2.2.1 Prediction Schemes

The first spatial domain codecs exploited the intrafield/intraframe redun

dancy in television images, i.e. the spatial redundancy within a single frame. This

redundancy can be used to predict the intensity of a pel based on the intensity of

previously transmitted pels. By sending only the prediction error, the bit rate is

generally" reduced. The actual value of the pel can then be reconstructed at the

receiver, since the receiver has already received the pels upon which the prediction

is based. O'Neal [7] was one of the first to investigate this area. He implemented

several in trafield DPCM coders and found that little was gained by basing the

prediction on more than the previous horizontal pel and one adjacent pel from the

previous line.

The next major advancement in the research of spatial domain coders was an

interfield/interframe coder, which exploits the temporal redundancy present in an



nnage sequence. In this tvc hnique t lu- prediction is based on pel values in thc same

neighborhood in the prev iou-, field or Ira rue.

The in Ior rnat io n compressibi lity of the in t. .. ,.rield/ifltprfranH:~ predictor was

increased further by thresholding the intensity prediction error and transmitting

only those errors which were greater than the threshold value. Even though this

meant addressing information had to be transmitted, the bit-rate was reduced.

This is the concept behind conditional replenishment, which was first proposed by

Mounts [8J. Candy et al. [9] investigated the area of addressing and found that for

head-and-shoulder scenes, a cluster addressing approach worked well.

It has been shown that the human visual system is less sensitive to spatial

resolution in areas of high motion. In fact the greater the motion velocity, the less

spatial resolution required. It should be noted that images may already be some

what blurred in high motion areas due to the integrating effect of the camera cap

ture mechanism. Pease and Limb [10] studied ways to exploit this fact to reduce

the bit rate ill moving areas. They found that the data rate can be halved by hor

izontal subsampling (transmitting inforrnation about only every other pel) without

much noticeable picture degradation. The receiver can reconstruct the skipped

pels by interpolation and it was found that a simple linear interpolation usually

sufficed. They [11] went on to develop a codec which utilized spatial subsampling

and interpolation in moving areas to reduce the required transmission bandwidth.
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Haskell [l:2J co n t in ued the work on predictors in an attempt to gain a unified

approach and ascer t.ain the trudeoffs. lie investigated linear predictors with as

many as :2"2 coeff'icien ts from the <arne field and the previous two fields. Note that

these sample points are also from the same frame and the previous f'rarne. He

determined that a combination intrafield/interfield predictor performed the best

overall for the sequences with which he experimented. Advancing the work of

Candy et al. [9], Haskell [13] developed an addressing scheme which addressed a

cluster position based on the address of previous clusters. This lowered the bit rate

and showed that the cluster positions were highly correlated both ternporally and

spatially.

A group of researchers at Bell Labs led by Haskell investigated and proto

typed a multimode codec that transmitted information at 1..5 Mbitsj'sec [14]. The

codec operated in different modes to prevent transmission buffer overflow while

still producing the best picture quality possible. The mode in which to operate was

based on the fullness of the transmission buffer and the previous mode. By condi

tioning the next mode on the previous mode, they were able to put a hysteresis in

the mode switching. This prevented rapid mode switching which appeared to the

observer as a flashing condition. The mode switching algorithm reduced the data

rate by reducing the spatial, temporal, and amplitude resolution. These reductions

were obtained by subsampling, field repeating, and adaptive quantization respec

tively. Isolated values over the threshold were assumed to be due to noise and
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were rejected: isolated va lues below the threshold were bridged. Both increased the

addressing efficiency. Dubois et a l, [:3] summarized this work and analyzed the

mu lt irnode approach frorn thp point of \'ie\\' of a ~tat~-transition diagram.

2.:!.l Quant£:ers

Unt.il 1977 most quantizers were based on the criteria developed by Max [1.5].

:\etravali and Prasada [16] investigated quantizers which weighted quantization

errors based on "visibility" as opposed to prediction error probability. They

developed a visibility function based on the probability and the perceptibility of an

error.

Sharma and Netravali [17] continued this work on quantizers and determined

that the statistically based mean-square error (~ISE) quantizer [1.5] poorly modeled

the human psycho-visual system response. They found that it was more important

to decrease the less frequent, but larger quantizing noise produced by a .vISE-based

quantizer. A large quantizing error, though it occurs less frequently, is much more

visually objectionable than the more frequently occurring, but smaller quantiza-

tion noise. They experimented wit h various quantizers and found that a 2i-Ievel

quantizer based on a mean-square subjective error [18J was sufficient to recon-

struct an image with no detectable degradations. However, using the Max quan-

tizer [1.5], 3.5 levels were required for the same quality reconstruction. They

estimated the reduced number of levels would save about 1 bit/pel.
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Iin uma et JI. [19] reported the first attempt at professing and transmitting a 4

.\11Iz i'\TSC color te levision ,",igIl~J w it h an interfrarne coder. The signal was

separated in to componen ts, the cornponen ts were processed separately, and the

information time-division mu ltiplexed onto a 6.3 Mbit rsec line. They' reported

that acceptable picture quality was obtained and that the chrominance inforrna

tion occupied less than 10% of the bandwidth. Y-asuda et al. [20] reported on some

field trials of a 1.5 ~vlhit/sec interframe codee which was formulated in an attempt

to determine the technical feasibility of the conditional replenishment algorithm.

i.e. how hard is it to implement in real-time? Building on their previous work [20]

and that of Iinuma et al. [19], Yasuda et al. [21] designed a commercial codec to

transmit NTSC signals over a 6.3 Mbitj'sec line. The codec used combinational

differencing to exploit both the temporal and spatial redundancy, variable-length

coding to reduce the transmission bit.-rate further, and multimodes to prevent

buffer overflow while giving the best picture quality obtainable.

The next major codec by NEe required only a 1.5 Mb it 'sec channel [22]. Like

its predecessor [21], it input an 0iTSC color signal, separated the luminance and

chrominance components. processed them separately, and multiplexed the two sig

nals onto a channel using time division multiplexing (TDiv1). The prediction

method was a combinational differencing approach similar to the one described in

[21]. It involved taking intrafrarne differences of interframe differences. One of
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the major contributions of this wor k was the basis of the mode-selection alaor it hrn
". ,

which switched between eight ordered modes. The mode in which to process a

frame was determined hy: 1) the buffer contents, 2) the mode in which t.he la~t

frame was processed .. and ~~) an estimate of the amoun t of information the frame

will generate. The first condition was the most classical one. The second condition

is the hysteretic condition. The third condition requires the frame to be "prepro-

cessed." but the added delay was acclaimed to make a significant improvement in

the sequence quality. The codec was able to limit the degradations to the areas in

which they were least detectable. The sirnilarities between and advancements of

the codec Haskell et al. prototyped [14] should be noted. The codee of Kuroda et

al. had a 1.5 level nonlinear quantizer and the data was processed in 2 line by 8 pel

blocks. Another contribution of this work was the use of fixed size word lengths in

the transmission buffer. A coder is placed between the buffer and line to convert

to variable word lengths. This is advantageous since fixed word-length memories

are faster. Kuroda et al. [22} and Yasuda et al. (21J together provide a fairly good

example of production spatial domain codecs.

Nicole et al. [2:3J reported on a 2 ty'lbit/sec 62.5 line monochrome video telecon-

ferencing codec developed cooperatively by researchers in Italy, the UK, West Ger-

many, and France. They addressed prediction, coding, subsampling, pre- and

post-filters, and error correction. They concluded among other things that field

subsampling was better than line subsarnpling and that variable length coding was
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better than fixed length (·odill~. even using a comma code for the variable length

code.

f{t'centl~v. :'-:etravali and Bowe-n [2t] have published some work all improved

reconstruction of DPC~'l-coded pictures. The improvement requires no additional

communication bandwidth, only more cornpu tat ion at the receiver. It uses the

structure of the neighborhood to reconstruct the picture, instead of simply

transmit t ing one representative level for each prediction error. It is acclaimed to

improve the quality of reconstruction (as rneasured by mean-absolute reconstruc-

tion error) by up to 20% for the sequences studied. Alternately the communica-

tion bandwid th can be reduced and the picture quality be maintained by using a

quantizer with fewer levels.

In summary there are four important parameters m designing a predictive

spatial-domain coder:

l ] the number of previous in tensi ty values used,
2) the lora t ion of the previous pels which are used,
3) the coefficients on the previous intensity values, and
4) the quantizer in the DPCM loop.

Most interframe coders use only one previous pel, the one in the same location

In the previous frame, and predict the pel under consideration to have the same

intensity as that pel [21-23]. A consensus on the quan tizer 's characteristics has not

emerged, although the work of Netravali et al [16-18] has influenced people away

from the Max quantizer [1.5].
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2.3 Transform Domain Techniques

In this section those \-ideo teleconferencing algorithms which utilize linear

tr ansfor rna t ions such as the Fourier [:!;», Hadamard [26], slant [:a], or cosine [:28]

transform "till be discussed. These transforms differ in the amount of data

compression and computational complexity. However, they all park most of the

signal energy in a few coefficients, which allows more data compression with less

picture quality degradation than with the spatial domain coders. However, as

great as the data compression of these algorithms is, equally as great is the diffi

cult}, of implementing them in real-time. This is at least implied by the existing

equipment. In ear ly 1982, the following three video teleconferencing systems ,vere

available under the Picturephone Meeting Service from AT&T [29]: an intrafrarne

coder, an interframe coder, and a motion-compensated coder. No mention is made

of a transform system.

Once again the techniques and advancements are presented in the order in

which they were developed. Much similarity with the order of development of the

spatial domain techniques will be evident. Transform techniques have been

applied in three different wavs. The first procedures involved using two

dimensional transforms in intraframe techniques. Blocks of pels were linearly

transformed and the coefficients transmitted ...At the receiver the image was recon

structed using an inverse transform. This research transpired before 1973. Refer

ences [~5t26,3O-35] investigated this type of technique, which exploits only the spa-
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t ial correlation between neigh boring pels in a frame. The next major method

made use of the ternporal correlation of the pels in a sequence by extending the

two-dimensional transforrus to t.hr~e dimensions, References [36,37] present some

of the three-dimensional techniques developed in the mid 1970's. Note that this

approach was short lived and not well developed. Since the mid 19iO~s the

predominate transform techniques have been the hybrid algorithms in which the

transform coefficients are predicted from frarne-to-frame or from field-to-field,

much like conditional replenishment in the spatial domain codecs. References [37

42] presented some of these techniques, Throughout this whole period the address

ing schemes, the quantizing schemes, and the transform algorithms themselves

were constantly being refined and developed. Tescher [43] provides a good sum

mary of the pure transform techniques developed before 1979; Roese [44] provides

a summary of the hybrid algorithrns,

The first work in transform coding of images was reported by Andrews and

Pratt (25] ill 1968. They took the Fourier transform of the whole image. Later,

Pratt et al. [26] showed the advantages of using the Hadamard transform to code.

the information in a picture. They noted that one advantage of transmitting

transform coefficients is a higher tolerance to channel errors since an error in a

transform coefficient is averaged out over an area instead of affecting only a single

pel. Another advantage of transform coding is that most of the energy in an NxN

block is packed in the first NI coefficients, leading to the possibility of bandwidth
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reduction with less visual deg radat.ion. 06-\5 for the Hadamard transform in par t icu

lar , it is ShOWIl to have an order of magnitude speedup over the more Iarniliar

Fourier transform, since it involves only additions and subtract ions, Apparently

Pratt et al. transformed lilt-' whole 256x256 image as one block.

Habibi [30] and Habibi and Wintz [31J performed some of the first investiga

tions of linear transforms and block quantization in intraframe coders in general.

They noted that different coefficients bad different variances and that the lower

frequency coefficients had the greater variances. They determined that the bit

rate can be reduced without degrading the image quality by using fewer bits for

those coefficients which have a smaller variance. They made the number of bits

assigned a coefficient proportional to the logarithm of its variance.

Continuing this work, Wintz [32] was able to show some interesting results

about optimum block size. Wintz was one of the first to see an advantage to

breaking an image into subblocks and taking the transform of each subblock.

Although the total energy compaction for the whole image is reduced, the smaller

block size reduces the computational complexity. The smaller blocks also increase

the probability of the region being homogeneous and of the transform coefficients

changing little between spatially and/or temporally adjacent blocks. This fact can

be used to reduce the bit rate by predicting coefficients from block-to-block and/or

frame-to-frame. Although the smaller blocks do not provide the maximum

decorrelation, Wintz [32] demonstrated that using subblocks larger than 8x8 or
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l6x16 did not increase the data compression significantly.

Landau and Slepian [:1;1] in vestiguted the quantization of the coefficients

resulting from app lying the Hadamard transform to a 4x4 block. Picture quality

was apparently acceptable in all but detailed areas with a two bits per pel (bpp)

quantizer.

Anderson and Huang [34] studied the Fourier transform of 16x16 blocks.

Their adaptive technique measured the spatial activity in a frame and from that

measurement determined how many coefficients to transmit and how to quantize

the coefficients. They claimed good picture quality was obtained with an average

of 1.25 bpp. Note that the decrease in bit rate from the previous algorithm neces

sitated an increase in computational cornplexity.

Habibi [35] investigated a hybrid intraframe coder which used the transform

coefficients of a block to predict the coefficients in the next horizontally adjacent

block. Thus this coder used two-dimensional transforms and a DPCM prediction

method. This method was later shown to be inferior to interframe approaches.

Knauer [36] studied three-dimensional adaptive transform coding. The coder

detected temporal activity by evaluating particular coefficients. [11 the presence of

large temporal activity, the spatial coefficients were quantized more finely and the

temporal coefficients were quantized more coarsely. Roese et al. [37J investigated

the tradeoff's of using a straigh t three-dimensional cosine transform versus using a

hybrid approach where the coefficients in each block were predicted from frame-



to-frame. The three-dirnensionul cosine transform is a direct extension of the two

dimensional cosine transform. Although a three-dimensional transform is algo

rithrnica lly simple, it is architecturally difficult. The amount of memory and pro

cessing power required is exorbitant. Since a number of frames must be captured

before any information about the first one in the group carl be sent, there is a large

delay between a frame being captured at the transmitter and seen at the receiver.

Roese et ale [37] developed an interframe hybrid approach that performed as well

as a three-dimensional coder with several frames of memory. They used an adap

tive coding scheme in which the variance for each coefficient was estimated by

both the receiver and the transmitter to determine the number of bits for each

coefficient.

Mounts et al. [39] used the Hadamard transform of 2x2 blocks to study quant

ization based on psycho-visual fidelity criteria. As was found for the spatial

domain quantizers [17], basing the quantization and coding on subjective criteria

significantly increased the efficiency. They reported that on the order of 2.0 bpp

were required for good quality reconstruction. Since this was a non-adaptive algo

rithm, the hardware requirements were reduced (only one framestore of memory

was required and the processing was minimal).

Chen and Smith [40] did some investigation of adaptive quantization stra

tegies. They looked at both monochrome and color images. AB implied in the dis

cussion of Roese et al. [37], the findings of [30,31] for quantization of coefficients
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carries over to t he quantization of coefficient differences. Namely those co--Ifi

cients differences with the lesser variance can be quantized with fewer levels than

those with more variance. Fewer levels implies fewer bits in the code words. Chen

and Smith [-to] proposed a two pass scheme in which the variances are collected on

the first pass and the information is actually encoded in the second pass.

In 1981 Chen [41] described a hybrid interframe coder which used the fast

two-dimensional cosine transform that Chen et al [28] had developed in 197i.

According to Szarek [38], this is the only real-time transform-based coder which

has been presented in the literature even though Knauer [36] indicated the coder

he developed operated in real-time.

Chen and de Figueiredo [42] presented a summary of the development of

transform coding. They showed the similarity of taking a linear transform and

convolving the image with a window. They showed that a transform coder's per

formance can be improved using an cverlap-and-save (really overlap-and-delete)

process. They discussed the effect of zonal thresholding on the results. They con

cluded that transforms which are suitable for coding can be designed from either of

two viewpoints: statistical or approximation theory.

Szarek [38J simulated a hybrid interframe coder which reconstructed the

uncovered background rapidly and precisely by using two 8 kbit memories to know

which blocks had motion in the previous two frames. Once no motion was

detected in a block which used to have motion, the coefficients were quantized
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more precisely. Motion detection was done in the spatial domain. Many sequences

with 10% motion were shown to produce less than 1..5 .\-Ibits/sec using this algo-

rithm.

In summary' there are five important parameters in designing a transform

coder:

1) transform type,
2) size and shape of transform blocks,
3) coefficient selection,
4) coefficient quantization, and
5) coefficient prediction

Jain {45J provided a comparison of transform type tradeoffs. In general, the

more energy a transform packs into the first M coefficients, the more difficult its

implementation in real-time. The two most often used transforms today are the

cosine and Hadamard, with blocks usually containing 4 to 64 pels. A four-line-by-

eight-pel block (32 pels) seems to produce the best tradeoff between data compres-

sian and adaptivity.

As for coefficient selection, two techniques have been tried: 1) zonal sam-

pling, in which the last ~'1 coefficients are ignored, and 2) threshold sampling, in

which coefficien t differences below a certain threshold are ignored. Though thres-

hole! sampling is more accurate, zonal is more easily implemented and usually suf-

ficiently accurate. Pratt [46] tabulates the error resulting from zonal sampling for

various block sizes and transform types.
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As with spatial domain quan tizers, the Max quantizer [15] has given way to

visually-based quant.izers. Unlike the spatial domain quant izers, however, the coef

ficient difference values are usually quantized in a coefficient-dependent manner,

since lower frequency coefficients typically have more variance.

Interframe coefficient prediction is now more frequently used than intraframe

prediction. Both of these types of prediction have been superceded by motion

compensated prediction for sequences containing large amounts of interframe

translation motion.

In concluding this section, it should be noted that transform coding does have

advantages over spatial domain coding. The coding degradations are less objec

tionable visually. Transform coding is less sensitive to picture variations than spa

tial domain techniques. Two other advantages are the higher probability that

channel noise will affect only a small area (one block) and that any degradations

due to channel noise will be averaged out over that small area.
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CHAPTER THREE

MOTION-COMPENSATED IMAGE SEQUENCE COMPRESSION

Motion-compensation techniques predict the frame-to-frame (or field-to-field)

motion of a object point and then access the intensity values from the previous

frame (or field). The assumption is that predicting the motion arid accessing the

intensity values from the previous frame (or field) results in a better prediction of

the intensity values than trying to predict the intensity values directly. Previous

work [3147-55! has shown that motion-estimation techniques do improve the pred

ictions of the intensity values in the images. Although some attempts have been

made to apply motion-compensation techniques to transform-domain codecs

[56,57], the results were not as encouraging.

There have been basically two approaches to motion estimation: block

matching and pel-recursion [51,54,55J. In block-matching a block of intensity

values in a frame is compared with blocks of intensity values in the previous frame

until a best-match is determined. From this an interframe displacement vector

(how much the block has moved between frames) for the whole block can be

estimated for the frame being transmitted. Poor estimates result if all sample

points in the block do not move the same way. Using the pel-recursive approach a

displacement is determined for each pel value. This technique allows for a more

exact estimation of the intensity value and has the ability to handle scale changes
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[zooming, dilatation, movement perpendicular to the image plane).

In both block-matching and pel-recursion the prediction can be backward or

forward, i.e., the displacement can be determined Irorn previously transmit teo

information only (backward] or Irorn past values and the current value (forward).

Forward prediction requires explicit transmission of information about the dis

placemen t value; backward does not. The advantage of the forward technique is

that the presumably better estimate of the displacemen t vector reduces the error in

the intensity prediction. The majority of the previous approaches have used back

ward prediction, implying backward prediction leads to: 1) reduced bit rates, 2)

lower computational requirements, or 3) faster prediction/estimation techniques.

The pioneering work in detecting motion in interframe coders was done by

Limb and Murphy [47,48]. They first devised a way to estimate speed, i.e. the

magnitude, but not the direction [47]. They estimated the speed by dividing the

sum of the frame differences in a moving area by the sum of the element differ

ences in that moving area. They assumed that a speed of half a pel per frame was

relatively slow, while a speed of four pels per frame was seldom exceeded. Their

results were obtained using a fixed camera and a moving object, but they claimed

the technique could also be applied to a pannin.g camera and a moving object.

Later they extended their technique to estimate velocity, i.e. determine the direc

tion of motion [48]. They claimed they could estimate the speed to an accuracy of

a quarter pel for the range of 0 to 4 pels per frame with no more than eight addi-
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tions per pel and some processing at the frame rate. Their technique was ahle to

estimate the motion velocity rat her well for a variety of sequences when the motion

was below 2..5 pels per frame. hut the estirnate hegan t.o diverge from the actual

values above 2.5 pels per frame. This algorithm was also shown to be robust to the

motion direction, i.e. it could determine the vertical and horizontal components

regardless of the motion direction. It was determined that the background had a

great influence on the estimate, but that the effect could be reduced by subtracting

the uncovered background and edge noise.

Cafforio and Rocca [49,50] also did some pioneering work In the area of

motion-compensated techniques. Their work was more theoretical, while the work

of Limb and Murphy [47,48] was more experimental. One of the major contribu

tions of Cafforio and Rocca was the conclusion that if a choice has to be made

between imperfect segmenters, choose the one which labels part of the moving area

as stationary as opposed to one which labels part of the background as moving.

Their technique used dynamic programming principles (Viterbi algorithm) and

operated similar to the Hough transform. Since translational motion is two

dimensional, at anyone point the motion cannot be uniquely determined; it can

only he determined to within a linear relation between orthogonal components.

Their segmentation approach was based on a two-state Markov process. Without

blurring the image, their results were slightly worse than those of Limb and Mur

phy [47,48], but by blurring the image their results varied linearly with the exact
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values. Later they altered their technique to account for noise and exper imeut ly

demonstrated that noise biased t.he displacement estimate [.50]. Low-pass filtering

was used to control th is bias.

The techniques proposed b~y Limb and Murphy [4i,48] and Cafforio and

Rocca [49,50] both required an estimate of the motion velocity to be sent. Netra

vali and Robbins [51,52] developed a pel-recursive spatio-temporal gradient tech

nique in which the displacement of a pel was predicted from previously transmit

ted information. Thus since both transmitter and receiver could predict the

motion vector, it did not have to be sent. If an error-correction needed to be sent

for the predicted brightness, then only an address and the difference value had to

be transmitted. Netravali and Robbins experimented with different prediction

configurations and determined that using three adjacent, previously transmitted

pels gave the best results [52}. They investigated addressing and found that a

run-length addressing scheme gave the best results, but produced only about a

10% improvement over absolute address for their sequences. They used a 35 level

symmetric quantizer, but claimed that the coder performance was only slightly

affected by the quantizer. Previous field intensities were used for interpolation.

They found that a rather simple interpolator sufficed. Their algorithm was able to

reduce the data transmission rate by up to 50%. In most cases techniques such as

gap bridging, isolated point rejection, and intraframe differencing of prediction

errors improved the motion-compensated algorithm to about the same extent as



they had improved the straight. conditional replenishment algorithms.

Netravali and Robbins [.S;{] later reported on the results of further atternpt.s to

extend and improve the algor it.hrn. None of these decreased the bit rate by more

than 10% and most required a significant increase in computatioual complexity.

Stuller et al. 158] developed an algorithm in which the model was capable of

predicting the brightness changes due to variances in illumination and reflectance,

i.e. it modeled shadows. They called this gain compensation. Separately displace

ment compensation and gain compensation reduced the bit rate; together they

reduced it even more, especially for the cases in which separately they produced

minimal reduction. This was the best possible result. They pointed out, however,

that a significant portion of the bit rate reduction was probably due to the use of a

different segmenter. In the straight conditional-replenishment algorithm used as

the baseline, the addressing bits were reduced by relabeling isolated predictable

pels as unpredictable; in the compensated conditional replenishment algorithms,

isolated unpredictable pels were relabeled as predictable. Their preliminary

analysis indicated the' hardware to implement a gain-cornpensated algorithm

would be more complex than that to implement a conditional-replenishment algo

rithm, but not as complex as that to implement a motion-compensated algorithm.

It should be noted that gain compensation has some inherent motion tracking abil-

ity.



Next. SOrTIe theoretical work was done on the implications and constraints of

the assumptions which were being made in the motion-compensated algorithms.

Snyder et a l. [59] investigated th~ assumption that t he frame differences ran h~

expanded as a Taylor series. This assumption is valid only if the function is ana

lytic in the region about which it is expanded (60]. Snyder et al. were one on the

first groups to really question retaining ani)" the first order term in the series

expansion. They used a gradient approach to determine both velocity and segrnen

tation. They showed that most algorithrns determine the motion only from the

edges. Two algorithms were discussed and the fundamental weakness of both

noted. The major contribution of the paper was the conclusion that blurring an

image makes the continuity assumption closer to valid, albeit introducing

increased uncertainity in the object location. This explains to some extent the

results of Cafforio and Rocca [49].

Horn and Schunck (61] pointed out that estimating two-dirnensional motion

required two independent measurements for an exact solution to be obtainable.

Their search for a second constraint led them to model the velocity as if it varied

smoothly over the whole image. Their solution required iteration as opposed to the

recursion of Netravali and Robbins [51], with the number of required iterations

being equal to the width of the largest moving region. Later [62] they showed that

their scheme was valid in the presence of discontinuous image irradiance if all per

ceived image irradiance changes were due to motion and only a finite number of
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taneously computed the optical flow and segmented the image into moving and

stat.ionary regions,

By building on the work of Horn and Schunck, Nagel [63] developed a motion

estimation technique which can be seen {64] to do a good job of predicting the

motion in a scene containing translational motion. The problem with using this

second constraint [61-64] is that the resulting system of equations is very computa

tionally expensive. No attempt has been made to apply this technique to

information-bandwidth compression.

Thompson and Barnard [65] reported on ways of estimating and interpreting

motion. They discussed spatia-temporal gradient techniques, feature point match

ing, and three-dimensional inference. With regards to temporal-spatial gradient

techniques, they compared a pseudoinverse approach and a clustering approach,

the clustering approach being like the approach of Cafforio and Rocca [49]. They

noted that the problem with both approaches is their requirement that the image

gradient vary slowly, which is not always the case. Feature point matching (pat

tern matching) was determined to be too computationally expensive. In discussing

three-dimensional inference, they reported no new results, only reviewed the exist-

ing theories.

Robbins and Netravali [661 investigated spatial subsarnpling in motion

compensated coders. Spatial subsampling is a common way of preventing buffer
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overflow in the presence of high or complex motion. Although motion estimation

was degraded somewhat, the bit rate was reduced hy 50(~d, the same percentage as

in condit ional-rep lenishrnent coders. They were able to confine the blurring

inherent in subsampling t.o the moving areas by an adaptive interpolation tech

nique. They claimed that although the reduction factor was the same. the

motion-compensated algorithm produced better quality reconstruction than the

conditional replenishment algorithm.

Prabhu and Netravali [6i] developed a motion-compensated algorithm to

transmit component color sequences. First they investigated predicting each com

ponent separately. They evaluated three predictor schemes: 1) use only the previ

ous frame, 2) switch the predictor between previous frame and displaced previous

frame, and 3) switch the predictor between previous frame, displaced previous

frame, and an intraframe predictor. They ultimately concluded that one predictor

(the third one) could be used to predict both the luminance and the chrominance

components. The luminance information was used to switch the predictor.

In 1982, Prabhu and Netravali [68] presented an algorithm to compress and

transmit composite (as opposed to component) color sequences. The experiments

were similar to those performed in their component color work. They investigated

four methods of displacement estimation and four prediction modes. Their results

were also similar to those found for the composite color coding. They used the

same three sequences for their simulations, although the data was not separated
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into components,

lshiguro and Iinutua [.1-t] gave a brier overview of the existing mot ion-

compensated band wid t h-vompression techniques. They divided the techniques

into pel-recursive and pattern-matching. Given the pattern matching approach,

the choice of backward or forward detection must be made. Backward detection

implies the transmitter and receiver both determine the motion prediction from

common information (previously transmitted data). The transmitter then sends a

block of error-correcting values if necessary. In forward detection, the block about

to be transmitted is translated and a rnotion vector determined. This motion vee-

tor must be sent as well as the block of error-correcting values. The assumption in

forward detection is that the error values are smaller and thus require less

bandwidth to be transmitted, leaving room for the motion vector. Ishiguro and

Iinuma described a pattern-rnatching type of technique which was actually imple-

mented in a production system [691 by NEe. It is interesting to note that it uses a

pattern-rnatching technique, since other researchers had stated that a pattern-

matching technique would be too computationally intensive [51,55] and since the

spatio-temporal gradien t methods had received more favorable consideration in the

literature [2,3,70,71].

All the algorithms discussed so far have in effect modeled the motion in the

sequences as purely translational. Huang and Tsai [70] pointed out that if rotation

of objects is to be considered, then the pattern matching technique requires a
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three-dimensional <lata space with a concomitant increase In processing

bandwidth, indicating CJ spat io-ternporal gradient. approach would be more ff'~si

ble. However, the d~('rease in the bandwidth in adding rota t ional motion to the

model is rat her small, indicating that frame-to-frame motion is predominantly

transla t ional.

Paquin and Dubois [5,:>] investigated a spatio-temporal gradient algorithm

which employed motion-compensated prediction. Although they obtained all algo

rithm similar to that of Netravali and Robbins [51,52], they started from a slightly

different perspective and with slightly different assumptions. The displacements

were estimated on a field basis. The algorithrn was simulated on eight different

sequences. one that was artificially created by moving a still frame and seven that

were obtained from broadcast television. They assured stability by limiting the

maximum displacement and increased the convergence by resetting the displace

ment estimate to zero whenever the frame difference was less than the displaced

frame difference. It should be noted that their maximum allowable displacement

was 10 pels per field while Limb and Murphy [47] assumed 4 pels per frame would

seldom be exceeded. In their experiments, they were primarily interested in deter

mining tradeoffs between accuracy and computational complexity for the interpo

lator and the estimator. They tried three interpolators with a number of different

volumes and found that the simplest one, a bilinear two-dimensional polynorninal

with a volume of 7 pels by 3 lines by 1 field, performed almost as well as the most



computationally intensive one. The)' tried three different estimators and found

once again the simplest the best, although the change in estimators did have more

effect on the prediction error than the interpolator had .

Although some of the alorernentioned motion-estimation techniques have

existed for over ten years [72], they have not exhibited superior motion (or in ten

si ty) prediction characteristics. In the following chapters, a way to improve the

motion prediction and thus the data compression is developed. Although conver

gence of the basic algorithm has been proven [51], that proof of convergence and

the resulting algorithms that have been implemented do not coincide.

To reiterate, the major contribution of this dissertation is twofold: 1) the

image sequence data was investigated in an attempt to develop a more thorough

analysis of the convergence requirements and the convergence rate, and 2) a new

motion prediction technique was presented which increases the validity of the

assumptions made in proving con vergence and which decreases the total prediction

error.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE BASIC ALGORITHM

Netravali and Robbins [51] were among the first to develop a pel-recursive

technique to estimate the displacement for a moving object in an image sequence.

The following development will be similar to their approach.

The intensity values within a frame are represented by l(z,l), where z is a

two-dimensional spatial vector and t is the frame at time t. When no ambiguity

occurs "frame tit is used in lieu of "the frame at time t." Although the I(z,t) func-

tion is a sampled discrete-valued function, it is assumed that z and I( z,t) can be

viewed as continuous by interpolating.

If an object moves with purely translational motion, then for some d, where d

is the two-dimensional spatial translation displacement vector of the object point

during the time interval [t-l,t],

I(z,t) = l(z-d,t-l).

Define a function called the displaced frame difference:

DFD(z,d.
i

) = I(z,t) - I(z-d.',t-l),

(4.1)

(4.2)

A i
where d is an estimate of the translation vector. The DFD converges to zero as

ci i
converges to the actual displacement, d, of the object point. Thus what 1S



sought. is an iterative algorithm of the Iorm

.. z -- I .. i
d = d + update term,

where for each step. the update term seeks to improve the estimate of d. The ulti-

mate goal is minimization of the magnitude of the prediction error, DFD. If a pel

at location Za is predicted with di
to have intensity l(z-d',t -1). resulting in a

prediction error of DFD(z,d\ the predictor should attempt to create a new esti-

-i+l "t+1 Ai
mate, d such that IDFD(z,d )1s:;IDFD(z,d )1. To apply minization tech-

niques, a function is needed which when minimized implies the DFD IS zero. This

can be accomplished by minimizing [DFD(z,d
i
)J2

• The most common approach is

a steepest descent or gradient method. Although other techniques may have faster

rates of convergence, they require more computation and are more likely to diverge

[73].

The iterative equation using the gradient method is [73]:

d
Ai

+ 1 = iIi _ .!..V-[DFD(z d)]ZI
2 d a' d=d' ' (4.4)

where ~d is the two-dimensional gradient operator with respect to displacement d

and E is a positive scalar constant called the convergence coefficient or coefficient

on the update term. This can be seen to simplify to



(-1.~»)

\"d can he evaluated by using the definition of DFD III eq. (1.2) and noting

that

\ I(z--<ii t-1)!z , Z=Za.' (4.6)

where vz is the two-dimensional spatial gradient operator with respect to z. Thus

Substituting (4.7) into (4.4) yields

(4.8)

For noninteger a', DFD and \' zI can be obtained by interpolation. When no

A i
ambiguity or confusion will occur, the argument (Za - d ,t -1) will be simplified to

(i).

Although (4.8) is a standard iterative technique, it is not guaranteed to ron-

verge to d in every case. Constraints may be required on the value of E. These

constraints are derived in the next chapter. It would also be advantageous to have

a measure of how fast the displacement estimates converge to the true displace-

ment value. This rate of convergence is likewise derived in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER FIVE

CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Two of the important issues of an iterative algorithm such as the one

presented in Chapter 4 are to guarantee convergence and to determine the rate of

convergence. Almost all previously presented pel-recursive techniques have used

only one iteration per pel and assumed convergence over time [51-.53,55,66,74,75].

The compression fate would be greater if the displacement-estimate algorithm in

(4.8) converged to d at each pel. In other words, the information rate would be

less if the algorithm obtained the correct displacement at every moving pel. not

just converged over time within the moving area.

A requirement for the displacement estimation algorithm to converge at every

·0
pel is that the surface between IDFD(za,d )1 2and IDFD(za,d)12 must be a concave

surface, a minimum point of which is IDFD(za,d)12. dO is the initial estimate of

the displacement and d is the actual displacement.

Figure 5.1 is a one-dimensional example of how IDFD I might vary with Ai,

where i is an estimate of the true one-dimensional displacement, d. Xc is the spa-

tial position at which the IDFD I is minimized, (x - d). If Xb or Xd is the initial spa-



t ial location estimate, (x -- "l). then the displacement estimation algorithm should

converge to d. However, if (x -l) is at Xa or Ie' problems occur. With an initial

spatial location estimate of Xa , the displacement estimate algorithm would prob-

ably converge to the location of the local minimum, xf. With Ie as the in it ial spa-

tial location estimate, no correction would occur since the spatial gradient at Ie

(\x/I%) is zero.
e

61Sl21 31 ~l
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Figure 5.1: A Sample Plot of IDFD I

One problem with an algorithm which converges to the correct displacement

at every pel is a large computational expense. Horn and Schunck [61,62] and

Nagel [63] have developed algorithms which do converge to the correct displace-

ment for every pel in the image. Their algorithms require a system of coupled



equations to be itcruted over the image half as many times as the widest dimension

of an)" rnoving object. The large number of iterations is required to insure that the

displacement estimates from th~ perimeter of the moving object are propagated

into the interior of the moving object and that the displacement estimates vary

smoothly over the interior of the moving object. The coupled equations are due to

the fact that IDFD(za,d ' )12 is potentially minimized locally for a multitude of d'

values, only one of which is the "correct" one. Minimizing IDFD(za,iI ' )12 using

only local information does not necessarily produce a unique (or correct) solution.

In fact when using only local information, a unique displacement vector is obtained

have a locally unique minimum, Za must be the intersection of two edges of dif

ferent orientation, e.g., a corner. It is only by considering a set of edges with dif

ferent orientations that a unique solution can be found. However, if these edges

have almost the same orientation, the problem will be ill-conditioned, i.e .. , noise

will affect the solution greatly.

One way to get around the problem of IDFD (Za ,iIi) 1
2 being minimized with

many values of ci i is to use an independent second constraint on the displacement

vector. For example, the second constraint used by Horn and Schunck [61,62] and

Nagel [63] was that the displacement vectors had to vary smoothly.



III its initial passes over the image, Nagel's algorithm [63J, which was an

enhancement of Horn and Sr hunvks [61,62], u lt.imately had the same problem as

an algorithm based only 011 minimizing IDFD(z,pdl)I:? Namely a linear set of'

solutions is obtained in regions having only one moving edge orientation. Nagel

attempts to solve this problem by using an operator [76] which in effect finds the

average gradient within an area. This is similar to the technique proposed by

Huang (70] and does not necessarily lead to a well-conditioned problem. In fact,

Netravali and Robbins [5:3] have shown that using a least-squares approach to

determine the gradient does not decrease the information rate appreciably when

compared with single-point evaluation. Since image compression, not motion esti-

mation, is the ultimate goal in this dissertation, it should be reiterated that the

techniques of Horn and Schunck [61,62] and Nagel [63,64] have only been applied

to the IIlotion-estimation!image-segmentation problem and have not been

extended to the image compression problem.

There is a way to get around the problem of needing a second constrain t: let

the displacement vector converge in the mean over time within the moving area.

This is the approach that will be used in this dissertation. Although this is not

without its drawbacks, iterating over the whole image 10-32 times appears to be

too computationally expensive and using a least squares approach to gradient esti

mation has not been shown to be worth the additional computation involved.



1~\\'0 proofs of convergence will be presented. The first is solely to determine

the convergence requirements. The second is required to develop a framework

from which t he displacement. est irnate va ria nce ran b~ determined.



5.2 First Proof of Convergence of the Displacement Vector Estimate

In this section, it will be proved that the displacement estimation algor ithrn

defined by Equat.ion (4.8) converges under cer tain conditions to the true displace-

rnent as a moving object is scanned. 'I'he proof procedure is similar to one used in

[51]. The assumptions are that the motion is purely translational and that the

uncovered background is neglected. Start by substituting Equation (4.2) into (..1.8)

to obtain

Substituting frorn (4.1) for l(za,t),

(5.2)

The term in braces can be expanded using a Taylor series expansion, i.e.,

I(za -d,t -l)-J(za -d' ,t -- l ) = (d
i
- d )T" 1; J(z - d

i,t-1)IZ=K"

+ 'h(d
l-d)TV-;I(z-d i,t-l)(d' -d)lz=z" (5.:3)

+ O(d
i

-d)3,

where »: l() is the 2x2 matrix of second partial derivatives of 10 and 0 (d' - d)3

represents the higher order terms in (d I - d).

The 0 (di - d)3 terms cannot be expressed in matrix notation; an open form

must be used. Let



(.5.5 )

d) = [~d;ls«:y

uu:
ax

iJI(i) ,

iJy

where (i) = (za-cii,t-l). The Taylor series expansion of the difference III the

two intensity values can now be rewritten in open form as

.. i
I(za - d.z -l) - I(za --d ,t -1) =

~ _1 {~di [~]+s«: [i!!Jil] }J
~ 'I z ~ y. '
j=l J. ox dy

(5.6)

where ~d~ is the error in the x displacement estimate at the ith iteration and :1.d'y

is the error in the y displacement estimate at the ith iteration.

The number of terms in the Taylor series that are required to obtain a good

estimate of the difference in the two intensity values is dependent on two factors:

1) the error in the displacement estimation, and 2) the magnitude of the higher

order derivatives of the intensity function. There is no reason to aSSUI11e t hat a

sufficient estimate is always obtained by retaining only the first term of the Taylor

series expansion [77]. (See Appendix A.)

Substituting (,5.6) into (5.2),



where mixed not.at ion is used for compactness, After some interrnediate algebra

and regrouping of far tors,

(5.B)

or

where f(i) is a lx2 matrix defined as

f(i) = ~ _1 {~dl [iJJ( i) ] + ild i [i!..!Jil] }i -1{iilil
~ oJ z· 11 iJ' iJ'

j==l J ' elx .. Y x

The first two terms of f(£) are indicated in Figure 5.2.

Subtracting d from both sides of (.5.9),

or

where J is t he appropriate size identity matrix.

~}dy

(.5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11 )

(5.12)

Equation (5.12) is of the Iorrn ei ~ 1 = A 1 ei where A is a 2x2 matrix and e is

the 2xl error vector which is to be reduced as i-x. This can be rewritten as

k
ek = (n Ai )eo· If it can be shown that the Ilelc iI tends to zero as k-x , conver

i=O



41

k
gence will b(\ proved. Assume B = [[A, as k-x.. Be., = 0 if eoEN(B)~ the null

1 -: 0

space of B ..Alternatively it can he shown that Beo = () if the spectral radius of B

is less than 1. L'nfort unatelv, ueit.h«r of these is necessarily the case.

j= 1: { () ~ ( i ) c1I..(i)}
f 1( i ) = _

oz (I Y

= {aI aI}1
dx ay (za-d',t- 1)

Figure 5.2: Expansion of the First Two Terms of f(i)
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Closer inspection of the mat r ix A reveals that it can be rewritten as [J -- eC].

where C is rank deficient. independent of the number of terms retained in the

Taylor series expansion. Thus the spectral radius of A is greater than or equal to 1

depending on E. If the spectral radius of A if; I, further analysis must be per

formed to determine if the algorithm con verges.

Investigation of stochastic gradient algorithms reveals that convergence pro

perties are frequently determined by analyzing the behavior of the ensemble aver

age [78-81]. Using this approach and assuming tile two factors on the right-hand

side are uncorrelated , take the expected value of both sides and apply Schwartz

inequality,

II E{d i
+ 'i- d II :5 IIJ - eE {v./( i)f(i)}II·11 E{d i

} _ d II,

where E{ } denotes expected value. This can be rewritten as

II E{di + I} - d II -s 11 - E1\ max /·11 E{di } -' d II ,

(5.13)

(5.14 )

where Amax IS the maXimUITI eigenvalue of the positive semidefinite symmetric

matrix

(5.15 )

For convergence of the algorithm, the following condit ion must be satisfied:

(5.16)

which is equivalent to



> E > O.
Am 3.X

(.1.17)

Since there are on lv two eigenvalues and the <urn of the eigenvalues of any

matrix equals t he trace. Aru a x is upper bounded bv the l.rave and lower bounded bv

one half of the trace. Thcreforr: the following condition is sufficient for the itera-

t ive algorithm to converge:

-1 > e > 0,«ev: z/(i)f(£)} (.5.18)

\vhere lr indicates the trace of the 2x2 matrix.

If f 1( i )::::: f(£) (see Figure .5.2 and Appendix A), then Equation (5.18) can be

rewr it ten as

(,5.19)M
~ [{vz/(i)f + {v y/(i)}2]

1 =1

---------- > E > O.

where ~1 iterations are performed within the moving area. The number of itera-

t ions per pel is not required to be constant. \z1(£) and \y/(£) are the orthogonal

componen ts of \ zl (i), i.e .. the grad ien t vector elements. The {\!( £)}.2 notation

indicates the square of the real-valued gradient component. Note the difference in

{\ l(i)}2 in Equation (.5.19) and \21(£) in Equation (.5.3) and the equation in Figure

.5.2.

Netravali and RobbiI1S [51] derived an equation very similar to Equation

(.5.19). Their proof assumed convergence over time, i.e. within the moving area,

with only one iteration per pel. They made no attempt to verify analytically that
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the 'val ue of t he con vergence roeff'icicn t they used in l heir si rnulations (0.062.1) met

thcir required condition. III Chapter 7. it will bp shown that for a set of typical

sequences, E must be less than O.Oll-tO for low interf'rarne mot ion and less than

0.0200 for high interfrnme motion.



4.=)

5.3 Second Proof of Convergence of the Displacement Vector Estimate

There is an other way to approach the proof of convergence, which yields a

procedure to determine the displacement variance at convergence. Equation (.5.9)

can be rewri t ten as

(5.20)

or

(5.21 )

Taking the expected values of both sides and assuming the gradient and the

displacement are uncorrelated,

(5.22)

Although E {VzI( i)f( i)} may be spatially varying, it is real and symmetric.

Therefore, it may be decomposed by a similarity transform into the form

E{vz/(£)f(i)} = U(i)S(i)UT(i)~ (.5.23)

where U(i) is the orthonormal matrix whose columns are the normalized eigenvec-

tors of E{\zI(i)f(z")}, and S(i) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of

E{Vs/(i)f(i)}. Further

UT(i)U(i) = J. (5.24)

Note that E {vzI( i)f( i)} is full rank only if there are rnulti~le edge orienta-

tions within 'the random field over which the expected value is taken. The purpose

of this transform is to nrotate n (5.21) for the expected displacemen t vector in to a
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coordinate system in which the expected disp laceruent components are uncoupk-d.

If one were to expand C1.21). it would be seen t.hat th« behavior of E~{d~ ~ l} [a nd

E{d; 1-
11) is dependent upon both E{dj} and E{d;}. Thf' transformation in (5.2:3)

provides a set of uncoupled displacements, V(lO), for wb ieh the convergence proper

ties of the gradient algorithm are more easily displayed.

Therefore, let v( i) be the set of uncoupled displacements and be defined by

the pair of transformations

and

v(i) = UT(i)E{dl

Substituting (5.23) and (5.25) into (5.22),

v(i+l)=G(i+l)[J-eS(i)]v(i) + eUT(i+l)S(i)d,

where

G{i+l) = U T(i + l )U(£).

(5.25 )

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.2~)

Analytically, the product UT(i+l)U(i) IS not easily defined. Since

UT(i)U(i) is the identity matrix and di+l::::d' within a moving area. as a first

approximation assume 'G( i + 1) is approximately equal to J, the identity matrix.

Assume the U(i) and S(£) matrices are constant. (5.27) becomes

v(£ + 1) = [J -eS]v(z') + eUTSd, (5.29)
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where t he i-depeudeuve has been dropped for U and S. Note that one wav tu

Blake S{l") constant i~ to Blake E equal to the product of a constant and the inverse

of S( I'). To obt.ain thp closed-form solution for the expected displacement vector

E{d
i-'-\

it is necessary to solve (5.27) for uncoupled displacement vector, v(i+l),

and utilize (5.25) for the transformation back to the E{di-d}.

To solve (5.29). it is instructive to expand a few terms in the v(£) sequence:

(5.30)

i=O:

i= 1:

,;=?. _.

vl l ] = [J--eSlv{O) + eUTSd

v(2) = [J-eS]v(l) + eUTSd

= [J-eS]{[J-eSlv{O) + eUTSd} + eUTSd

= [J--eS]2v (0) + [J -eSleUTSd + eUTSd

v(3) = [J-eS]v(2) + eUTSd

= [J -eS]{[J - eS]2v (0) + [J -eSleU TSd + eUTSd} + eUTSd.

Following this procedure, the expression for v( i) becomes

i-I
v(i) = [J-eSliv(O) + L e[J-eSlnUTSd, i>O.

n=O

Since [J-eSj is a diagonal matrix, the Vj(i) in (5.31) are uncoupled. Thus,

(5.31) written in terms of a single Vj(i) becomes

z -- 1

vJ{i) = (1-eAJfVj(O) + eCj L (l-eAjt
n -=0

where

(5.32)

j= 1,2

and u
J

is the jth eigenvector of the U matrix, Aj is the jth eigenvalue of

E{\zI(i)f(i)}, and d
j

is the jth component of the true displacement vector.



Pertorru iug the su rurnut ion ill (5.:32) produces

Simplifying and using the substitution

~ . = I-EA'I J ] ,

(5.33) becomes

( - 3" ol):.1 • •)

(,5.34 )

c·
v}(z") = "y;'Vj(O) + A} (1-"'Ij),

1

Several facts are noteworthy:

z'~o. (5.35)

(b) For convergent VjU) solutions, each of the quantities hil must be less

than unity. This leads to the same constraints on e as in (4.17) through (4.19).

(c) There are two modes of convergence,

Each uncoupled displacement, vj(i) convergences in the mean toward its final

c
value, -} , at a rate controlled by the product f.Aj. One may define a convergence

A)

constant, ii' for each of the t\VQ modes as the number of iterations needed for Vj(£)

in (5.2H) to he within e -1 of its final value, 1!} (A:). This produces the following

equation:

V}(Ti) = Vj(:.c) + e- 1[vj(O)- v}(x )]

= v}(O) + (1-e- 1)[u}(x )- Vj (O)]
(,1.36)



which, with the use of (.=>.:):», rnav be solved for T J:

'Y/V}(O) + ~) (l--'Y;J) = l.)O)+(l-e- J ) [ ~j -Vj(O)]
} )

This implies that

(I-EA.))" = e- 1

Tjln(l-eAj) = -1

-1
T =

] In(l.-eA
1

) ·

(.5.37)

(5.38)

Since each of the Aj may be quite different, the convergence constants T j may

vary considerably, resulting in diverse convergence rates for each mode. The larg-

est eigenvalue corresponds to the dominant mode which produces the shortest con-

vergence time. See Example 5.1.

In the next section, an analytical measure of the variance of the displacement

estimate will be derived. This measure will reveal that choosing the maximum

allowable value for E is not always the best choice.
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Consider an image edge which has

d = [~l
and

[
400 1001

E {'\ zJ( i)f(i)} = 100 200 ·

TIle eigenvalues and eigenvectors of E{v ~J(i)f(i)~ are:

[AI AZ] = [441.4214 1.58.5786]

= [-0.3827 0.92391
U 0.9239 0.382i

Using equation (5.18), e is constrained to be less than 0.0067. Arbitrarily

choose e = 0.0010. Then

= 1.7172
- I

In (1 .44 1421·t )

- I------- = 5.7916
ln (1- .15~,5786)

This analysis indicates both uncoupled displacement estimates should be

within e 1 at' their final value within six iterations.

Exarnple 5.1: Convergence Rate for Displacement Estimates



5.4 Variance of the Displacement Vector Estimate At Convergence

Wh i le it has been show n that the expected val ue of the displacemen t vector

converges to the correct value, no consideration has been givell to the variance of

the displacement vector estimation about the correct value. From (.5.17) it can be

seen that if e < :2/A max • con vergence of" the displacement vector in the mean sense

is assured. However, it will be shown in the following that the variance of the dis-

placement vector about the correct value is proportional to E, resulting in conflict-

ing requirements: large e for rapid convergence and small E for small displacement

estimate variance.

Assume the estimated gradient equals the true gradient plus noise. In this

case, (4.4) can be rewritten as

After working this change through the intermediate equations, (5.12) can be

rewritten as

(5.·10)

The eigenvector matrix U is used to provide a transformation similar to Equa-

tions (5.25) and (.5.26), which decouple the displacement vector equations.

Thus letting

(.5.41)

and



(d l d) = U(i)&(i) ( - 1'))").' -

and substituting (.1.·12) into (S.10)~ the following uncoupled difference vector itera-

live equ at iou is obt a iued:

&(i+ t) = [J -eS(i)]&(i) - ~ UT(i)N(i). (.5.43)

Equation (5.43) can now be analyzed to determine information about the

magnitude of the displacement variance about the true displacement value, d. It

has already been shown that the di estimate can verges for large val ues of i to the

true solution, d. This result requires that the expected value of &( £) in (5.--1;~) go to

zero as z' increases. Taking the expected value of both sides of (5.43) arid enforcing

this requirement yields

E{N(i)}=O.

In other words, the gradient estiruation noise is zero mean.

(5.44)

To find the variance of the displacement estimates for stationary statistics,

take the outer product of Equation (5.43):

Perforrning the matrix multiplication and then simplifying produces:

8(i)&T(z') = [J-eS]8(i)&T(i)[J-eS]T

+ (_~·fUTN(i)N T(i) U
2

- ~ {[J- eS]8(i)N T(i)U+U TN(i)8(i)[J-eS]}.

(5.-t5)

(,5.46)



:\(\xt take the expected value or both sides. Since &(i) is only affected by gru-

die nt est imat ion noise Irorn the previous iterutious, t.he vectors 8(£) and N(£) a re

this result. t.he expectation of hoth sides of (5.:16) becomes

E(8(i+L)8 T(i+L)} = [J--eS]E{8(i)8 T(i)}[J-eS]
.,

+ ~UTE(N(£)NT(i)}U.
4

(,).47)

To derive useful results from (,5.47) some assumptions must be made. Recall

that N( i) is the gradient estimation "noise" and is the difference bet\veen the true

value of the gradient and the computed value. Denote E{N(i)NT(i)} as L;n'

where }:;n is a 2x2 matrix. (See Appendix B for derivation of }:;n')

Substituting };in into (.5.47) and recognizing that at convergence the expecta-

tion matrices are no longer time dependent, that is

E{8(i+l)8 T(i+l)} = E{8(i)8 T(i)} = E{88 T
},

the following result is obtained:

2

E{88 T } = [J-eS]E{&8 THJ--eSj + ~UT}:~U.

Solving for E {&o T} produces

(,5.48)

(5.49)

i)

E{&~T} = ~[2eS-E2S:!rluT~grLU. (5.50)
4

Since the matrix to be inverted is diagonal, its inverse may be found easily, pro-

clueing:



(5.:> I)

where the nonzero elements of the diagonal rnat.r ix ,\ art' given by

(:>.52)

and the Aj are the non-zero elements I)l' the diagonal S matrix.

Using (5041) and the substitution ~=E{(di_d)(di_d)T},it can be derived

that

(.5 ..5:~)

The diagonal elements of the matrix .l are the required displacement vari-

ances at con vergence:

See Example 5.2

.. t

\/ar[dj-d)] = ~jj. (5.54)

It can now be seen that the value of the convergence coefficient, E, is con-

strained, that the constraints can be determined given certain a priori information.

and that choosing the maximum allowable E is not always prudent. In the next

chapter a new motion prediction technique is presented which does a bet.ter joh of

predicting the displacement vectors at the edges of moving objects and thereby

leads to greater compression of the information in an image sequence.



Consider the edge In Example again. ASSlIIlle

f:{\ ~l(i)f(£)} :::: E{\" z/(i)\' zTI(i)}. To determine the variance or d at convergence.

the noise variance of the image, {T~, must be known. ASSUIl1€ (J~ = 0.0001. There-

fore from Appendix B,

? [2(0.0001 )C10U) + (0.0001)2 0 ]
~gn = ,1 0 2(0.0001)(200) + (0.0001)2

[
0 .:32 0 ]

~:n::: 0 0.16

S-1 =

(2- EAl)- 1 0

o (2-EA2)-I·

From (4.53)

(5.52)

[
0.08 0 ]

II = € 0 O.O·t

(2- eA t ) - 1 0

o (2 -eA2)-1 ·

Letting E = 0.0010 as in Example 5.1,



[
O.ox () [()oO{)~:~ () I[° 0 0-1 2 0 I

.-\ == (LOU I (1 n.o: () OoOOf.):~ U 00,j-13

[
l oI f) () 1 .. 7

= 0 1.37 .¥ 10 .

Tln-refo n- t he d isp lacemen t variance at convergence is

.. r

{~llr[dI-dl] = 1.16xIO- 7

·1

VlIr[dy-d y ] = 1.37XlO- 7
.

Exarnple 5.2: Displacement Estimate Variance at Convergence

.51)



CHAPTER SIX

AN IMPROVED MOTION PREDICTION TECHNIQUE

6.1 Introduction

There have been two predominant methods of displacement estimation: spa

tial and temporal. Most researchers have used a spatially adjacent displacement

vector as an initial estimate [51-.53,66,74,75]. Other researchers, mostly from Bell

Northern Research [3,55], proposed predicting the displacement along the temporal

axis. A third approach is proposed in this dissertation: project the motion estirna

tion forward along the motion trajectory (P ,,~\1T). This would have four advan

tages and require a minimal increase in computation and memory over the tem

poral projection procedure. The problems with the present schemes will be dis-

cussed first.



6.2 Existing Motion Prediction Techniques

By always using a spat ially adjacent displacement vector as an initial est iruate

for the disp lacerucn t vector under considerat ion , an implicit, assumption is being

made that the displacement vectors always have a high spatial correlation. This is

not what the original image model implies. The original model assumed that an

object is moving over a fixed stationary background. Although the displacement

vectors are highly correlated within the moving object and in the stationary back

ground, the displacement vectors are highly uncorrelated at the edges of that rnov

ing object. It has been shown that the edges of an object may be what contribu te

most to the estimation of the displacement vectors [59]. In Chapter 5 it was indi

cated that the number of terms in the Taylor series expansion that are required to

obtain a good estimate of the OFD is dependent on the error in the displacement

estimation. It is questionable whether a spatially adjacent displacement vector is a

sufficiently accurate initial estimate to assure convergence of the displacement esti

mation equation. Consider a one-dimensional example.

In Figure 6.1 an edge has moved three units to the left between frames t and

t - 1. Scanning from left to right in frame i , a nonzero DFD is first encountered at

point xa (assume dO =0). This incorrect displacement estimate of 0 will not be

corrected since vz J It -1 = o. No matter how many times the algorithm iterates at

X a 7 the correct displacement value cannot be found for I(xa,t). It is not until point

Xb is reached that the motion estimation can be corrected (i.e., when vx l l t - 1
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becomes nonzero). If the correct d has not been determined by the time xd is

.
reached in the scan line, d cannot be corrected further until the spatial gradient in

frame t - 1 becomes nonzero again, which may not occur until much la ter in the

scan line.

Dubois et al (3,55] suggested using the temporally' adjacent displacement vee-

tor as an initial estimate. By projecting the displacement vector estimates over

time rather than space, the displacement estimates at the edges can exhibit a sharp

discontinuity and this discontinuity' can be sharpened over time.. However, this

approach does not fully solve the problem. It assumes that the location of the

moving objects remain the same frame-to-frame.

As one example of the problem with temporal prediction, look again at Figure

6.1. The same problem exists here as with spatially adjacent estimation: dO = 0 at

Xa .. There is no way to converge to d at I a . The improvement of temporal predic-

tion occurs at Xb where dO is not necessarily zero. The cost of obtaining this

A 0
improvement is an extra frame buffer to store the d from frame to frame.

As a second example, consider the object moving to the left in the plane of

view with a constant translational velocity ill Figure 6.2. If the displacement vec-

tors are projected forward parallel to the temporal axis, then there will be errors

associated with both the leading and the trailing edge. The intensities along the
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leading edge (area L ill Figure 0.:2) will not. be predicted correctly since in the pre

vious frame (at time l - I). nothing was moving in those pel locations into which

the It-lading edge h:JS now moved. The trailing pdge (area 1" in Figure 6.2). on th~

other hand, has left some pel locations between time t - 1 and t. The intensities at

these pel locations at time t constitute newly uncovered background. The algo

rithm will try to predict the intensities for these pels from displaced intensities in

the previous frame. The accuracy of this prediction will depend on the correlation

between the intensity values ill the displaced region in the previous frame (frame

t - 1) and the in tensity' values in the new ly uncovered background region in the

presen t frame [frame t).

A better prediction scheme would be to assume the motion. not the object

location, remained the same. Instead of projecting the motion estimations forward

parallel to the temporal axis, project them forward along the motion trajectory.

This is the improved motion prediction technique.



6.3 The Improved Motion Prediction Technique

If the object has a constant velocity frame-to-Irarne, projecting the displace

merit vectors forward in the direction of motion will correctly predict the leading

edge values.•Also, those areas of the image which contain newly uncovered back

ground can be correctly detected.

By projecting the motion vectors forward in the direction of motion, a prob

lem that has existed in the implementation of the algorithm is solved. In proving

convergence the uncovered background was neglected [51]. Yet most algorithms

[3,50-53,.55,66,74] attempt to determine the intensity values for the newly

uncovered background at time t using intensities in the frame at time t - 1. The

structure of the algorithm is at fault. By obtaining the initial estimates for the dis

placement vector from spatially or temporally adjacent pels there is no way to

detect what regions are newly uncovered background. By predicting the motion

vectors forward in the direction of motion, the uncovered background will have no

displacement values predicted for it. TIle uncovered background is then easily

detected, allowing a better predictor to be used for it and allowing the implemen

tation to be a true implementation of the algorithm which was proved t.o converge.

To reiterate and summarize, by projecting the displacement estimates for

ward along the motion trajectory four improvements are obtained:

1) With respect to spatial prediction, sharp discontinuities can exist at the boun

daries between moving objects and the background.
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:2) Wi t h respect to temporal prediction. t he ad u:J1 displacement of the object

point can be found more often since t.he motion, not the location, of the ruov-

ing area is assuIlle<i const ant .

3) The number of iterations required for convergence will be decreased due to

better initial estimates. Also a smaller displacement prediction error allows a

larger E which increases the convergence rate.

4) ~~ substantial portion of the uncovered background is detectable and can be

segmented out.

The computation requirements for Pk\1T prediction are only slightly greater

than those for temporal prediction. The addressing for the framestore into which

the motion prediction field is loaded is random; in temporal prediction it is sequen

tial. When round( dz ) or round( dy ) changes, a gap is left in the predicted motion

vector field for the next frame when using the P i\:.\1T prediction scheme. However,

this problem can be at least partially resolved by using a gap-bridging filter [3,51] .

..As a side note, either constant interframe velocity or constant interfrarne accelera

tion can be assumed when using the P k\1T prediction technique.



6.4 Analytical Measure of Improvement

A quantitative comparison or t he three displacement prediction schemes (spa-

tial, temporal, and P Axl'I') is difficult. To sav anything substantive, SOUle

assumptions II1USt. be made. It will be assumed that. the correct displacement was

found for all pels along the leading edge of the moving area in the previous frame

and that the interl'rame motion is constant. Note that these assumptions are

rather stringent, but must be made to be able to isolate the improvements of the

proposed motion prediction technique. There are two ways to measure the

improvement. First, the number of pels whose displacement is correctly predicted

with the PAJ\:1T technique but not with spatial prediction is the number of pels in

the leading edge of the moving area whose IoFDI > T and Va/(i) = [~I. The size

of this area can be estimated by the product of d and the "length n of the leading

edge. (See area L in Figure 6.2.) The same improvement is obtained over temporal

prediction. The increase in the number of pels whose intensity' is "correctly"

predicted with Pk\1T prediction, but not with spatial (or temporal) prediction can

be deterrnined likewise.

The relative improvement in being able to identify the uncovered background

portion of a frame is much more difficult to ascertain. It is probably most depen-

dent on the similarity between the newly uncovered background and the nearby

background which was visible in the previous frame.



Note that even if t he true interframe motion is not constant, constant mot.ion

is 3 bet tcr est irnate of the true motion than zero motion. since by the third law of"

t herrnodyna rnir-s [the law of entropy). bodies in motion tpnd to remain in rnotion.

Thus the P 'L\'lT motion predict ion technique is intuitively' better than temporal

prediction, since temporul prediction in effect assumes the moving body has not

moved in the time in terval [l - 1. t ).

The validity of the second assumption (that the "correct" displacement was

found in the previous frame for all pels along the leading edge of the moving area

in the previous frame) is ITIOst dependent on whether the leading edge is one of the

last edges scanned or one of the first. If the leading edge is one of the last, di
will

.. i
probably have converged to d; if it is one of the first, d will probably not have

converged to d.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SIMULATIONS

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, simulations are presented to show the performance of the pro

posed motion-compensation image-sequence compression technique. Comparisons

are made to existing techniques and to the analytical results in Chapters 5 and 6.

Three algorithms will be used for comparison purposes [82]:

1) A motion-compensated (Me) algorithm in which spatial prediction of the

motion vectors is used. The motion vector at the pel which is one line and one

pel previous to the pel under consideration is used.

2) A Me algorithm in which the motion vectors are predicted by projection

along the motion trajectory (P A.MT). A gap bridging technique is used on the

predicted motion-vector field.

3) A Me algorithm in which the predicted motion vector (do) is the average of

the motion vectors obtained using spatial arid P A.\1T prediction. Although

this prediction technique may increase the prediction error at the edges of

moving objects, it will smooth the dO values as a moving object is traversed.

The smaller the variance of the motion vector as it converges, the smaller the

variance of the intensity error sequence. A small intensity-error variance
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elomen t-lo-elcffi('[} t can be exploited to further decrease the inforrnat.ion ru te

by transmitting the difference in consecu tive intensity errors rather than tilt'

intensity errors direct ly [12].

The total entropy bit rate (a measure to be discussed in Section 7.2) is the

sum of the information bits and the addressing bits. The information bits are

based on taking the difference of consecutive error values as indicated above· the,

addressing bits are obtained using a runlength encoding.

The following parameters are used in all three ~1C algorithms:

1) The motion 'vector is corrected if the DFD is greater than 3 out of 2~5,5.

2) A noise-suppression pre-filter is used. It does two thresholding operations.

First it zeroes any frame differences less than four in magnitude. Secondly, if

the four closest pels have a thresholded frame difference of zero, the intensity

of the pel under consideration is set to the intensity at the same location in

tile previous frame (i.e., the frame difference is made zero). This pre-filter has

been used in previous in vestigations of video teleconferencing by ot.hpr

researchers [l-t,22,,51-,53,66-68].

3) The intensity difference-of-errors sequence is quantized with a 33-Ievel sym-

metric quantizer whose positive representative values are: 0, 4, 7, 11, 16, :21,

28, 35, 44~ 53,64. i7, 92, 109. 128,149, 178.

4) The motion-predictor switches between straight interframe prediction and

motion-compensated interframe prediction. Motion-compensated prediction
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is llsed when the sum of the Df~D at the three closest pels on the previous line

is less than thta F'[) at those same pels. This is the technique proposed ill [.=>2] .

.S) As i~ usually done. the siruulat ion starts with a previous Frame at the receiver.

The motion vectors for the first frame to be transmitted are always deter

mined using spatial prediction.

In Section 7.3 the three motion-compensated techniques are simulated on six

synthetic image sequences. In Section 7.4 the algorithms are simulated on three

actual image sequences that are typical of those that might occur in a video

teleconferencing environment. In both the synthetic and actual image sequences,

the improvements in the intensity prediction and the motion prediction are shown

by measuring the image compression, the image quality, and the motion predicta

bility. These measures are discussed in the next section.
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7.2 Measures of Image Quality and Compression

There are a two ways to improve image compression. One way is to maintain

t.he image quu lity wh ile increasing the arnoun t of compression. The other is to to

maintain the amount of compression while improving the visual fidelity (quality)

of t.he image obtained from the compressed representation [81].

The average information rate is given by the entropy (measured in bits)

L
H(u) = - L Pi log2Pt

i=l
(7.1)

where PI is the probability that a quantized sample u takes the value r.; for exam-

pie, from a set of L unique symbols, This is called the zeroth-order entropy since

no consideration is given to the fact that a given sample may be statistically depen-

dent on its neighbors. For monochrome images with 256 levels (8 bit pels), the

zeroth order en tropy is usually around 4-6 bits [4].

The most common analytical (objective) measure of image fidelity is the aver-

age sample mean-square error [1,4,811, which for an NxM image is defined as

(7.2)

where {Ui,l} and {~I'l} represent the Nx'vl original and reconstructed Images

respectively. The average sample mean-square error of the reconstructed image

will vary with the interframe motion. The interframe motion is defined as the per-

centage of pels which differ in value between two frames by greater than 1.5% of

the peak-to-peak value [5,8:31. It is determined by taking the difference between
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each pair of corresponding pels in two frames, counting the number of differences

greater than 3, and dividing by the total number of pels in a frame.

A viable measure used to ascertain motion-prediction quality IS simply the

number of pels for which cis is correctly predicted (i.e., no motion update is needed

since the thresholded in tensity error is zero).
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7.3 Synthetic Image Sequences

7.3.1 Introduction

This section contains the results of simulating the motion-compensated

image-sequence compression algorithms on synthetic image sequences. These simu-

lations were done to show the convergence of the displacement estimation algo-

rithrn both as a moving object is scanned and as a sequence of frames is processed .

•A hemisphere was chosen as the object to be translated to create the synthetic

image sequence. The hemisphere was generated using

I(z,t) =
127

127(1 + cos(~·llr II)
32

if Ilrll > 16

if IIr II $ 16

where r = z - (zo + dt), 127 is the background intensity (on a scale of 0 to 2.55),

Zo is the location of the center of the moving hemisphere at t = 0, d is the frame-

to-frame displacement, and 11·11 is the Euclidean norm. Note that all the pels have

an intensity of 127 or greater. Ten frames were generated and there was no field

interlace. One frame is shown in Figure 7.1. The hemisphere was chosen since it

has nonzero gradients over the whole moving object and since it is a reasonable

model of cheeks, hands, and faces. The translation was varied from 0 to 7 pels per

frame in both horizontal directions.

Rather than present the data for all possible velocities with magnitude less

than 7 six intezer values were selected: ~2, ~4, and ~7. Due to the switched
, 0
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predictor, all algorithms should produce the same results for no interframe motion.

Upward motion within the field of view should give results similar to leftward

motion and downward motion should give results similar to rightward motion,

since a frame is scanned left-to-right and top-to-bottom and since the direction of

spatial prediction is from the top left to the bottom right of the frame.

Figure 7.1: One Frame of Synthetic Sequence

Certain advantages occur with a synthetic image sequence. E{V.f} is known a

priori, thus the theoretical upper limit on E can be determined. The velocity is

known so that deviations from it can be determined.

For the given moving object,

Figure 7.1: One Frame of Synthetic Sequence
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maximum gradient component- occur at the edges a ud , using a central differeflCf i

eva lu at.ion , are approxirna tely 1:3 or l~.

Tilt» aualvt ical results do not. indicate what value of E will lead to the

minimum average rnse. The analysis only constrains E to be positive and less than

some predeterminable value. It also indicates that the largest allowable E is not

necessarily the best due to noise after convergence. With this in mind initial simu

lations were run to ascertain what values of E gave the rnin imum entropy and

error. It was determined that for all velocities. 0.010 2: € 2: 0.005 resulted in the

rnin irnurn values. Therefore E = 0.010 and e = 0.005 were used for each of the

three algorithms at each of the six velocities. The 36 simulation runs are presented

in Sections 7.3.2 through 7.3.7.

The error in the average displacement estimate within the moving area In

each frame is calculated as:

IId-dll
lid II

The displacement and the variance in the displacement will be denoted by a

2xl matrix where the first entry corresponds to the vertical component and the

second to the horizontal component. E.g., the d for the six sequences, in the order

they are presented, are [_~], [_ ~ I, [_~ I, [~], [~], and [~]. In the first

three sequences the hemisphere moves right to left as the viewer observes motion:

in the last three the motion is in the opposite direction.
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In the curves that will be plotted, spatial prediction results are indicated by

circles, P ~\1T prediction results are indicated by triangles, and mixed prediction

results are indicated by pluses.
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7.3.2 Velocity of Two Leftward

7.:J.:!.1 e = V.OLO

The average Iid e II and thp average rnse in each frame using each of the three

prediction techniques are plotted in Figures 7.2a and 7.~b. Using spatial predic-

tion, the variance in the displacement estimates over t.he moving area was about

[
0.72 ]
0.60

[O . 6~ ]
0.54

In all rune frames. Using P :~\1T prediction, the variance dropped from

[
0..54 1

III the first frame to 0.48 in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction.

[0.68] [0.46]
the variance dropped from 0.54 ill the first frame to 0.41 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
PAL\1T:
mixed:

23..1 kbits
22.9 kbits
1n.o kbits
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'l.~/.2.2 E = O.O{)~J

The average Ild f II and the average ruse in each frame using each of the three

IJ red ic tion teehfl iques are plotteu in Figure~ 7.:3a and 7.;30. Using spatial predic-

tion, the variance in t.he displacement est.irnates over the moving area was about

[O . '5 :~ ]
O.-Hi In all nine frames. Using PAlvl'I' prediction, the variance dropped from

[0.53]0.45 in the first frame to [
0.3:3]
0.34 in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[O . 5 :~ ] [°.301]
the variance dropped from 0.45 in the first frame to 0.:38 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:

Pi~tT:

mixed:

21.2 kbits
21.0 kbits
19.0 kbits

In concluding this section, one fact is clear: the lowest average rose and bit

rate are obtained using mixed prediction, although pure PAJvlT prediction has the

lowest Iide II. The smallest displacement estimate errors and the smallest average

rnse are obtained using E = 0.010, but the bit rate is lower using E = 0.00.5.
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7.3.3 Velocity of Four Leftward

7.t/.:I.l E = o.oro

The average ![d , II aud the average ruse in each Irame using each of the three

prediction techniques are plotted in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. Using spatial predic-

tion, the variance in t.he displacement estimates over the moving area was about

[
3. l0I

in all rune frames. Usinz PAlvl']' prediction, the variance dropped from2.tiO ~J

[
2 .9__1I

In the first frame tos.ss [
l oO:OJI
2.49 in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[2.91]the variance dropped from 2.5.) in the first frame to [
1.40 1
1.79 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
P~\1T:

mixed:

28.1 kbits
32.0 kbits

27.5 kbits
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The average Iid e II and l he average rnse ill each frame using each of the three

predicl ion techniques are plotted ill Figures 7.5a and 7.5b. Using spatial predic-

tiona the variance in the displacement est.irnates over tile moving area was about

[
:!.O;JI
:.?l:~ 10 all rune frames. Using PAMT prediction. the variance dropped from

[2 .0:·~I
2.06 [() . 4 ;~ 1

111 the first frame to .) 1C":_. d
In the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[

."l O'~I
the variance dropped from ;:O~ [

0 .
831in the first frame to 1.81 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
P4~''1T:

mixed:

27.9 kbits
30.2 kbits
28.2 kbits

In concluding the presentation of the results from this spt of six sirnu lation

runs, it is not clear which € yields the lowest bit rates, but E = 0.010 clearly yields

the lowest avera~e rnse and lowest average displacement errors. Pure PA1\'{T pred-

iction again yields the lowest average displacement error.
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7.B.,).:! E := 0.005

TIle average Ildf" II an d the average fllse ill each frame using each of the three

pred ic t.ion tee h n ittues are Plot ted ill Fig II res '7. 9a and 7.n b. Using spatial pred ic-

tion. the variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

[5.77 ] In all nine frames. Using P ~\1"r prediction, tile variance dropped from
i.96

[~:::] III the first frame to [~:::]m the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[
,1.82]

the variance dropped from 7.88 [1.99]in the first frame to ~3.50 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transrnit the nine frames were:

spatial:

PAL'v1T:
mixed:

28.3 kbits
38.4 kbits
31.8 kbits

In concluding this section, it should be noted how much better results are

obtained using the larger E. The average Iid e II and the average mse are much

lower with e = 0.010; also two of the three algorithms yield their lower entropy

with e = O.OI().
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7.3.6 Velocity of Four Rightward

7.J.6.1 E = ().OlD

The average Iid e I' aud the average ruse ill each Ir arne using each or the three

prediction techniques are plotted in Figures 7.10a and 7.l0b. Using spatial predic-

tion, t he variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

[~:~~IIII all rune frames. Using P A...:.vlT prediction, the variance dropped from

[
2 .6 1I
2.56 [

1 ')')I
III the first frame to r.as in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[
20611 [2.061the variance dropped from 2.56 in the first frame to 2.03 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
Pi\MT:
mixed:

24.4 kbits
24.6 kbits
20.0 kbits
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7.3.6.2 E = 0.005

The average Ild f II and the average 111se in each frame using each of the thr~e

predict.ion techniques are p lot.ted ill Figures 7 .Ll a and 7.11 b. Using spatial pred ic-

tion, the variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

[2 .04 ] In all nine frames. Using P l~\1T prediction, the variance dropped frorn
2.11

[2 .08 ] In the first frame to [Ol·.~461 in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,
2.15 ~

[2.08] [1.48]
the variance dropped from 2.15 in the first frame to 1.34 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
Pj~\1T:

mixed:

22.7 kbits
26.3 kbits

21.1 kbits

In conclud ing this section, it is noteworthy that mixed prediction consistently

yielded the lowest average mse and the lowest entropy. Pure PAl\1T prediction

yielded the lowest variances in the displacement estimates.
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7.3.7 Velocity of Two Rightward

7.d. "7.1 E = 0.0.10

The average Ilde !I and the average mse ill each frame using each of the three

prediction tech n iques are plotted in Figures 7.12a and 7 .l zb. lJsing spatial predic-

tion, the variance in the displacement estimates over th~ moving area was about

[0 .71 ] in all nine frames. Using P .~vlT prediction, the variance dropped from
0.55

[
0.71]
O.,~5 [

0.53 ]
111 the first frame to 0.;35 In the ninth frame. using mixed prediction,

[
0.71] [°.58 1the variance dropped from 0.55 _in the first frame to 0.52 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
P~i\1T:

mixed:

20.6 kbits
18.4 kbits
15.~ kbits
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7.~~. 7.2 E = O.OO.j

The average Ild f II and the average !IlS(' in each frame using each of the three

pred ict iou tcchn iques are plotted in Figures i.l::!a aIld7.12b. Using spatial predic-

tion. the variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

III all rnne f'rarnes. Using P Aivl'T prediction, the variance dropped from[O ' I~ 7 l
0.-t4

[
0.57 J
0.44 [

0 .
34 1III the first frame to 0.26 In the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[
0.,57]

the variance dropped from 0.44 [
a.4{t]

in the first frame to 0041 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
P.~\1T:

rnixed:

17.7 kbits
15.6 kbits
14.1 k bi ts

In conclud ing this sect.ion, note that displacement estimate errors and the

average mean square errors are less using the larger E, but the variances in the dis-

placement errors and the entropy are less with the smaller E. In comparing predic-

cion schemes, the mixed consistently gives the lowest ruse and the lowest entropy of

the three predict ion schemes, The pure P Avl'I' scheme gives the next lowest rnse

and entropy and the lowest average Iid e II.
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7.3.8 Conclusions and Summary of Synthetic Simulation Results

Before concluding this section, a summary of how the entropy, the average

mse, and the average Iid e II vary with the prediction technique, the value of €, the

magnitude of the motion. and the direction of the motion is in order. The entropy

values for each E, prediction scheme, and velocity are tabulated in Table 7.1. The

number of bits (in kbits) are entered at the e value which gave the lower entropy

for each motion prediction scheme at each velocity. The asterisked numbers indi-

cate which prediction technique and E value gave the lowest entropy for each velo-

city.

Entropy Minim urns

prediction velocity
e

scheme -2 -4 -7 7 /t 2

spatial
0.010 P~vlT 37.9 2·1.6

mixed *27 ..5 30.9 *20.0

spatial 21.2 27.9 *34.5 *28.3 22.7 17.7

0.005 P.L1u\1T 21.0 30.2 40.6 15.6

mixed *19.0 38.1 *14.1

Table 7.1: Entropy Minimums for Synthetic Sequences

The results are:

1) Mixed prediction gives the lowest entropy at the lower two velocities, while

spatial prediction yields the lowest entropy at the largest velocity.
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2) The smaller E value gives the lowest entropy for llvll of 2 and i, while the

larger e gives the lowest entropy for llvll of -l.

3) The total entropy is propor tional to the magnitude of the motion; i.e., the

larger the motion, the larger the entropy.

4) The entropy is lower for rightward motion than leftward motion.

Result (4) is expected since the gradients are evaluated in the previous frame

when d must be corrected. For rightward motion, the location of the left edge of

the moving object in frame t is "above" the moving object in frame t-l. Thus the

gradient IS non-zero and the value of d can start to be "corrected" when an

A

incorrect d is first encountered. This is not the case for leftward motion.

To summarize the effect of the parameters on the mse:

1) As with the entropy results, mixed prediction gives the best results at the

two lower velocities and spatial prediction gives the best results at the highest velo-

city.

2) The average IT1Se is lower for € = 0.010 than for E = 0.005.

3) The average mse is directly proportional to the magnitude of the motion.

4) The average mse is lower for rightward motion.

In other words, the minimum average mses occur with velocity of [~] and
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€ = D.OI().

With respect to Iide II, the average Iide II within the moving object is:

1) lowest for P A-\1T prediction.

2) lower for e = 0.010 than E = 0.005.

3) not proportional to the magnitude of the motion.

4) lower for rightward motion than leftward motion, as is to be expected.

Some facts that should be noted in evaluating these results are:

1) The moving object has smooth, rounded edges and varying intensity over

its interior. The results may differ for objects with sharp, straight edges and/or a

constant intensity interior.

2) The difference of consecutive intensity errors is transmitted. Transmitting

the intensity errors directly may affect the relative results (see Section 7.4.4).

3) The number of frames over which the velocity is assumed constant was

arbitrarily chosen to be ten (1/:3 of a second). This is probably a large value; five

frames might be more reasonable·. However, the relative results would be almost

the same as can be seen by considering only the first half of the plots in Figures 7.2

_ 7.13. Processing N frames yields the results for any interval N frames or less.
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7.4 Real Image Sequences

7.4.1 In troduction

This section con t ai ns the results of sirn u lat ing the ~lC image sequence

compression algor it.hrns on real image sequences. These simulations were per-

formed to show

l) the information compression of all three ~lC algor ithrns,

2) the increased compression obtained by using the convergence analysis,

:3) the increased compression of the proposed algorithm. and

-t) the increased compression with zeroth-order entropy inforrnation.

Three 50-frame (two seconds) sequences were used. A pair of pictures for each

sequence is shown in Figure 7.14. The percent of interframe rnotion for each

sequence is plotted in Figure 7.1.5. The E {v zI ~ must be determined experimen tly

since the motion-correction algorithm is not used at every pel and is e-dependent.

The minimum and maximum values of E{v zI} [where the expected value is taken

within each frame) will be noted for each run. In all simulation runs the displace-

ment correction algorithm was allowed to iterate at most once at each pel.

The original sequences have the standard intensity resolution of 8 bits/pel and

a spatial resolution of 282 lines /frarne by 448 pels/line. This yields an

uncomp rvsscd bit rate of 1.01 Mbitsjf'rarne. Each frame contains two interlaced

fields.

In the following tables, which summarize the simulation results for real image

sequences, there are six columns. The first column indicates the E and clip values
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used. Th e second co lu rn n i nd icu t cs the mn x i m u m cn t ropy bits per [r.une and the

average entropy bits per Irarue. Th« third column indicates the maximum and

average ruse for the predicted Ira rnes. In other words, the maximum average rnse

for any frame and the average mse for the whole 60-fraITle sequence. The fourth

column indicates the maximum and average number of unpredicted pels per Ir ame

(or the number of times the displacement estimate is updated). This is a strong

measure of the ability to implement the algorithm in real-time, since the motion

correction equation (Equation (1.8)) is the most complex requiring an integer sub

traction. a shift 10-12 bits right, a floating-point multiplication, and a floating

point addition for each vector component at each iteration. The fifth column con

tains the maximum and minimum value of the average gradient (E{v zI}) squared

per frame. The sixth column indicates the maximum and minimum mse for the

corrected frame, that is the picture which is actually viewed at the receiver.



Figure 7.14a: Bobsjob, frame 0
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Figure 7.l4c: Map, frame 0
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Figure 7.14e: Robot, frame 0
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7.4.2 Convergence Analysis Simulations

The spatial prediction technique and P Avl'I' prediction technique were both

applied to the bobsjob sequence using various E values aud var ious clip values.

The simulation results using spatial prediction are tabulated in Table 7.2. 'The

simulation results using P A.MT prediction are tabulated in 'I'able i .3.

An E value of 0.0010 and a clip value of 0.0625 were used in earlier pel

recursive research [51]. Other e/clip values that have been used ill reported simu

lations are 0.0078/0.2 and 0 ..5/0.08 [,53]. There is, however, no analytical reason

for these values; they were determined to be the best for particular sequences by

trial and error. The analysis in Chapter 5 indicated that d should converge to d

within the moving area without clipping the update values (see Equation (5.3)) if

the assumptions are valid and the constraints on E are met. Some researchers have

tried to justify clipping the update term [84,85]. One might think that by using a

large value of e and clipping the update term d would converge to d faster. The

simulation results in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 do not verify this fact. Granted all possi

ble pairs of E and clip values were not tried (that is what is trying to be avoided by

doing the analysis in Chapter 5), but the heuristic technique does not seem to offer

any performance advantages over implementing the analytical technique, i.e., rela

tively small E values and no clip. Also note that implementing the analytical

model reduces the computational requirements (no clipping or hardlimiting).



Table 7.2: Spatial Prediction of Bobsjob Sequence

nU III ber of average value

e/clip entropy predicted II npred icted of gradien t corrected
bits rnse pels squared rnse

rnax/aver rnax/aver TIlax/aver rnin / max fII in / max

0.06250/0.0625 121081/ 90910 97. t13/25.7.) 252!t'2/16960 227.5/ 8,10.0 0.33/1.:Jtl)

0.00200/1.0000 133962/1()O'174 85.94/22.83 26918/19674 23:l.9/ 829.1 0.3fj/1.L16

O.()OlOO/ n.c. L3()328/ 97571 88.24/2:J.·~3 26486/18545 221.8/LO()4.1 0.37/ l./l;J

0.00050/ n.c. 123381 / ~}2351 '8.7.3:J/22.98 2f>75 I / 17309 219.:J/ 724.9 0.38/1.:.38

0.00025/ n.c, 12066:.J/ 89508 89.6~/2·1.9;J 25L82/16922 218.6/ 699.9 O.:3~J / 1.;~6

0.00010/ n.c. 1183:30/ 87888 l()O.71/28.13 2438:J/16298 227.7/ 602. 1 0.26/1.28
O.()OOOI/ n.e. L2380 l/ 9()39:J 107.,t1/3:3.20 24650/15978 209.1/ 552.8 0.26/1.26

n.c. -- no clip

r

I--

W



Table 7.:1: P AM'l' Prediction of Bobsjob Sequence

number of average value

e/clip entropy predicted II np red icted or gradient corrected
bits ruse pels sq uared ruse

max/aver lllax/aver Inax/aver mirr/mux rnin/ max

O.06250/0.()625 121345/ f)l1064 10;~.~)4/:J l.'18 23983/15823 219.41 R10.0 0.27/1.37
0.00200/0.0625 120259/ 90208 1(l4.26/:J 1.59 23840/15815 21-1.9/ 787.3 0.27/1.:J7
0.00200/ L-C)OOD 121979/ U:~785 93.53/26.12 23f>98/16522 241.;1/ 829.L 0.31/ l.-14
0.0 1000/ I .O(lOO 1:J:J~)H5 / nH'IR2 ga.82/26.69 21Jf>8/L8054 273.:1/ 597.9 0.28/ 1.:J~)

0.00200/ n.c. 1:30769/ DH2()8 105.77 1:3~l.!)() 2,1655/ 1770:3 275.1/ 5/19.0 0.32/ I.·t~)

0.00100/ n.c. 122626/ B2/t70 92.15/27.H7 2:3594/ 15995 227.3/1()O4.1 0.28/1. /11
O.O()050/ n.c, 119588/ n02:J:J 9.5.fi2/28.63 2:J48~) / 15751 194.7 / 721.9 ().2H/1.;~8

0.00025/ n.c. 121-170/ 8nti4() 10L.77/:10.85 24010/15794 21().3/ 699.9 0.26/ 1.:~:J

O.OO()IO/ n.c, 12:J7():3/ 9() 182 106.57 132.79 24128/15894 208.9/ 6(}2.l 0.26/1.28

n.e. -- no clip

,.
...-
~
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For spatial p red ic tion with t.he E values tr ied , the miu imu m total bit rate was

obtained with E == 10- ", the min imu m average predicted mse was obtained with

E = ..1 X 10- 4
, and the minimum total number of unpredicted pels was obtained

when E = io". (The number of unpredicted pels may be reducible further by

reducing the E value.)

For P Avl'T prediction and the € values used, the minimum total bit rate was

obtained with E = :l ..S x 10-- 4. the minimum average predicted mse was obtained

with E = 10 - 5, and the minimum total number of unpredicted pels was obtained

when E = .5 X 10- 4
. Note that these three measures were all minimized with E

values within a factor of four of each other with P AMT prediction.

The sum of the average values of (v zI)2 and (Y' yI)'!. varied from 194.7 in

frame 21 when using P ~\1T prediction to 1004.1 in frame 1 when using either

technique. The average value of {(Y' xI)2 + (V yI)2} was about 300 in all runs. For

d to converge to d in every frame with a fixed E value, the largest value of

{(vx1f + (\" yI)2} should be used to determine E. For example, if

(v z/)2 + (v yl)'2 = WOO, E is constrained to be less than 0.004 by Equation (5.19).

Equation (.5.53) indicates that a. smaller value of E may be the optimum value. The

simulations indicate such to be the case. Note that as a general rule the smaller E

values yielded a smaller maximum average gradient value.

With respect to the received picture quality, the smaller the value of E, the

smaller the average mse in the frames as actually viewed at the receiver. However,
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the maxuuum rnse 1£1 the corrected f'rames for all runs was less than 1.50. Thus

there was lit tie visual degradations in any of the Irarnes in any of the simulation

runs on the bobsjob sequence.

Note that the optimum € value was not determined analytically: only a range

was obtained. Thus the optimum E must be found by trial and error. However,

only one variable needs to be found, not t\VO, and using a relatively small value of

E (10--- 3 to 10- 5) and no clip appears to reduce all the applicable measures from the

results obtained by using a relatively large E (0.0625 to 0.5000) and a clip (O.062S

to i), In effect. better results call be obtained by doing less computation.
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7.4.3 Comparison of Prediction Techniques

In this section, the perf'onnance or tile three differpnt prediction schemes are

indicated. All three prediction schemes (spatial, PAMT. and mixed) were applied

to all three sequences [bobsjob, map, and robot). The results for the bobsjob

sequence are in Tables 7 .2~ 7 .3~ and 7.,4; the results for the map sequence are in

Table 7.5, and the results for the robot sequence are in Table 7.6.

Instead of developing a single cost function involving the bit-rate, the picture

quality, arid the implementation complexity, the E value was varied and the

minimum value for the various measures were determined.

For the bobsjob sequence, the minimum bit rate for all three prediction

schemes was found. These minimum bit rates occur at different E values and differ

by about 2%. The minimum number of unpredicted pels for each prediction

scheme was also found. These minimum values once again vary by about 2%, but

occur at different E values than the entropy minimums, The results are similar for

average value of the gradient and the corrected mse: the minimum values for each

prediction scheme vary only slightly and occur at different e values.

For the sirnulat ion runs on the map sequence only two E values were used. As

with the bobsjob sequence all three prediction schemes yield similar results. TIle

largest difference is in the average value of the gradient within a frame. Using the

values obtained with spatial prediction as a benchmark, the average gradient IS

11-14% less using P .L~MT prediction and 6-12% less using mixed prediction.



For t.he simulation runs on the robot sequence only one E value was used. 1\;0

signif'icant differences occurred in the resu lts for the three prediction schemes,

The failure of the 1:).-\...\'1'[ (and mixed) prediction scheme to show much

improvement over spatial prediction is probably most attributable to the crude

motion correction scheme. III the present motion correction scheme, d, [nay not

converge to d until most of the moving object has been processed. The <ii values

in the first part of the moving object may be greatly ill error. Since the improve-

ment of the P AMT scheme occurs by utilizing the d information in the previous

frame, if the <iN values in the previous frame are erronous, little (if any) advantage

is gained by using them. In other words, with a better motion-correction scheme,

better performance would be obtained with the P A1\1T technique.



Table 7.4: Mixed Prediction of Bobsjob Sequence

n U TIlbe r ()f average value

e entropy predicted unpredicted of gradient corrected
bits rllse pels squared mse

nlux/aver rllax/aver rIl:ix/aver nlin/ max mirr/max

0.00100 1185:J7/88916 86.87/22.81 2:l:350/ 158~35 2'20.2/1()O4.1 0.:32/1"12
0.00050 1171.2()/87H90 91.4:J/24.7:J 2:3743/15791 206.0/ 72,1.9 0.31/1.38
0.00025 1l626a/87·t2~~ 98'()8/27.15 23773/15880 214.1/ 69!).9 0.26/ 1.~O

'"""'""~
CD



Table 7.5: Map Sequence Simulation Results

number of average value

E entropy predicted II npred icted of gradient corrected

bits ruse pels squared mse

rnax/aver Inax/aver rIiax/aver minj'rnax rninj'rnax

spatial
0.00100 162282/121H97 67.95/17. /11 29/169/18726 91.2/210.2 1.14/1.70

0.00050 160078/119766 72.58/ L8.95 28898/18296 89.1/214.8 1.09/1.65

PAMT
0.00100 160085/121466 72.64/19.71 27930/18649 78.7/210.2 1.16/ L.70

0.OO()50 1.59632/120288 72.71/20.07 28298/18420 79.7/2 L4.8 1.L1/1.65

0.00025 161713/120307 74.01/20.55 28616/18422 86.5/230.5 1.09/1.55

mixed
0.00100 155707/120494 73.03/19.74 27572/19156 80.7 /210.3 1.17/1.70

0.00050 155304/119037 72.78/19.95 28006/18486 84.5/214.8 1.09/1.65

.....
tV
o



T'a.hle 7.6: Robot Sequence Simulation Results

n u mber of average value

e entropy predicted \1 n (>red icted of gradient corrected
bits rnse pels squared ruse

n'lax/ aver n1ax/avcr rnax/aver rninj'rnax min / rnax

spatial
0.0001 1~~9470/1 L0565 /t9.27/21.58 25945~~/ 1~)O61 L89.4/439.~J 0.84/1.31

PAMT
O.()()Ol 1tt~~t17/1 /111397 53.2()/23.00 27063/19:358 187.1/ 4:39 .;~ ().85/1.:J:J

mixed
o.ooor 1/1199,t/ LI0772 51.HO/22.t19 26807/19211 19().4/43H.3 ().86 / 1.:3~t

t-"

l-:"
~



Table 7.6: Robot Sequence Simulation Results

number of average value
E entropy predicted unpredicted of gradient corrected

bits rnse pels squared rnse
max/aver Olax/aver rnax/aver nlin/IT1UX nlin/rIlax

spatial
0.0001 139170/110565 ,t9.27/21.58 2595:1/19061 189.4/439.3 0.84/1.31

PAMT
O.U(lOl 1/13,17,1/ 111~J97 53.2()/23.00 27063/LH358 187.1/:t:J9.3 O.85/1.~J3

mixed
O.OOOl 1/11994/110772 51.90/22.49 26807/19211 19().4/ 4~Jn.3 0.86/1.34

~

t-:l
~



7.4.4 Zeroth-Order Entropy Information Transmission

ln all the simulat-ion runs reported so far the difference of consecutive inten

sity prediction errors was lransmi tted. This had been shown to reduce the bit rate

in pel-recursive motion-compensated coders by 5-15% (51] over transmitting the

intensity prediction errors directly'. The only perceptual picture quality degrada

tion in any of the previous simulation runs herein was streaking. In an attempt to

remove these degradations, some of the spatial and P Al\'1T simulations were rerun

transmitting the intensity prediction errors directly. The results are in Table 7.7

and 7.8. They were surprising. The bit rate was 12% lower and was minimized at

a larger E value. The nurnber of unpredicted pels dropped by 17% and the average

mse in the reconstructed frames dropped by 60%! All this with less computation.

Note that a lot of that rnse in the reconstructed frames may not really be

noise, but rather the absence of the noise which was in the original frame.

Remember that a noise prefilter was used in the simulations and that the corrected

mse is the error between the original picture and the picture viewed at the receiver.



T'ab le 7.7: Zeroth-Order Spatial Predict.io n of Hobsjob Sequence

E I cnl.ropy pr(ldict,('d

bits ruse

max /;1 vor 1l1a.x!avpr

O.DO 100 1L7,176/772t>n ~H.:)7 /21.H L
O.OOO,L)O 11781 9/7fi8,C),C) H6.2SI:! 1.51
O.OO()~') I ~0287!7~ 18,1 ~n.17 /2;~.r):~

---- -- -

number of av('rage vnlue

IIIl Pred i(: Lt\d of gradit'llt ('orr(\('tpd

pels ~ql1ar('d rt l~l'

rnax/av{'r rllin~nax Illill/IIlax

~ I !)07/ 1·1 f) 1~ '2():CO/ IOI:~.7 n.o% ..C)~
211~)7/1:~7·t() '2t') 7.·t/ I I ,)8. t) ().()O/O.~H

21..t·1H/l:l7·11 '25.1.2/ 1()5:~.1 0.00/ 0.,) 7

_.__ .

~

I':"
W



Table 7.8: Zerotll-Order P AM1' Predict.ion of Bobsjob Sequerice

uu mber of ;) v (~ rage va lu ('

E en t.r()py Pr(~( ti (0 L()( i lJ n pred if Led of gra.d ien t corrected
bits 'lise pels S« uarcd m:«:

nlax/avcr r[lax/;tV(~r rnax/aver Jilin/max rnin/rnax

O.()()20 l2'1247/80926 104.fin/~~~.()O 2LH77/L1600 :~09.:1/ 8:36.1 ()'()()/O.57

0.0010 L2:3()15/80119 90.72/27.f)6 21()2H/ l~J 162 2,c)(). 1/1268.5 () J)()/ (J .f1 ~
(}.O()O5 12·( 7()() /81267 9,5.1·1/27.8:l 21362/13156 21"1.:3/112,t)5 o.oo /O.5()

I--

I':'
.;.-.



7.4.5 Conclusions from Real Sequence Simulations

.. \pplicatioll of the analytical model used to prove convergence of the ppl-

recursive technique gives ht~tter results th an using the heuristic t.echn ique of large E

values and clipping the update term in Equat.ion (.).8). Transrn it t ing zeroth-order

error inforrnation also appears to be advantageous to transrnitting first-order error

inforrnat iou. Both of these It new rr approaches actually reduce the computational

requirements and increase the performance.

The simulations usi n s the P AvlT motion prediction scheme (and the ones

using the mixed scheme) did not give appreciable improvement over spatial predic-

Lion. However. there may be some things that could be done to change that. The

displacement estimate, d1

• converges over the moving area in each frame. If these

"correct." estimates could be passed back to the previously-scanned part of the

moving object, the rnot iou predict ion values projected forward into the next frame

would be better est irnates. Although this would take more cornput.at ion in one

Ir arne. the improved predictions for the next fr arne might reduce the average COrIl-

pu tat io n al requirerrlerrr.3 o ver a sequence of f'rarnes. Anotlier w av to improve the

performance of the P£-\.\IT scheme would be to develop a better gap bridging

h F u r t h e r results from the simulation runs on the synthetic sequencessc erne.

showed the d con vergence when using P rL\IT prediction to be noisy due to gaps in

the predicted motion field.



1:!6

~OIIle fact~ should be noted about these lrIla~(1 ~pquences and the sirnu la t ion

para me te rs \vht' n (.0' 11 par1ng t he se sir11U1a t i()n re~ I IIts all d t hpsi ITill Iat ion res 11Its 0 f

other reseu rr he rs.

1) The mot ion in all i.h ree sequences used for the sirnu la.tions herein is lower

than the motion in the sequences used in ITl0St other rnot.ion-cornpensated coder

sirn ula tions [,51-.53.56-.58,66-68.7 ·t-7 S,86-88J.

:2) The Ir ames were not low-pass filtered to blur the edges. The sequences are

very high quality sequences with sharp edges (see the examples of edge values in

Appendix ..~).

:3) The results are a If'ected by the endpoints of the quantizer bins and the

threshold values in the codec. The values used herein are noted in Section 7.1.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS, A SUMMARY, AND
A POTENTIAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

This dissertation has presented a thorough analysis and simulation of the pel-

recursive mot-ion-compensated algorithm. In this chapter the results are summar-

ized and areas needing further work are noted.

(1) An analytical model of the pel-recursive motion prediction technique has

been developed. The displacement estimate is seen, at convergence, to consist of

two components: a mean component which converges toward the true displace-

ment at a rate dependent upon the convergence coefficient, E, and a random,

noise-like component whose variance is directly proportional to E. The benefit of a

more rapid convergence to the true displacement with larger E values is offset by

the increased estimate variance.

(2) ...A realistic model for the edges in captured images was developed and used

to show the negligibility of the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion of

the intensity function along the edges of moving objects.

(3) The new motion-prediction technique, P /\...\IT, was shown to offer the

potential for greater information compression as well as the potential for easier

implementation of a real-time coder.

(4) The previously shown fact of greater information compression by coding

the difference of consecutive intensity errors was shown to be false for at least one



S{~ll'le nee. .-\ 1Q( ~o de(' reaSl-l w.i-: () h t ai IH'J h.v ('od in g t h l' consec IIt ive in tensi tv ~ r ro rs

d ircct lv.

T wo qUt'S t ions re rnu ill abo II t t.he ana lysis:

1) ('an it be assumed that the mixed partial derivatives with respect to the

intensity function are zero? (See Equation (.5.6).) If so the analysis of E for con ver-

gence is much easier.

~) ls the convergence analysis approach used herein the best approach? It is

the approach which has been used when only one iteration is performed at each

sample point and convergence over time (or space) is sought. Can a tighter

approach be had without requiring all the computation of ~agers approach

[63,04]~

4.\. number of things have already been mentioned which could improve the

performance of the pel-recursive motion-compensated compression algorithm.

A technique that could reduce unnecessary iterations is a post-processing filter

to smooth the displacements within the moving areas and within the background.

Predicting field-to-field motion instead of fr arne-t.o-frame motion also might help.

Most researchers V;:lO have simulated a switched p red ictor have Ilsed field-to-Field

intensity prediction wit h rnot ion-compensat ed (tvl(;) and Irurne-to-Irarne in tcnsi t.y

prediction with conditional replenishment (/'R) [.5 l-.):~,5,)]. This tactic results in a

precise prediction of the non-moving background by using frarne-to-frame predic

tion, but smaller displacement vectors by using field-to-field prediction.



() n e w ~ Y t0 rl t' t ~ r n 1i Il e the (' rrc ('tor t hl' i n t (' r I ~H e \V() I II d bet0 i1) t f' r Ia l' t ' the

i I n a g('S inth p sy nthe tic ~eq II e n('t.\ (;-):q. r r he a 1g()r i t hI n ~ h()U )d a Iso be run 0 not. h t) r

-vn t her ic in1rtgf's -- ~1)('h as <ruoot lu-d disk~. r ings, and squ a res -- to ascertain the

effect or having moving objects wit h constant intensity interiors. These types of

objects do occur in real sequences (dark suits, white shirts, robot arms, etc.).

i\ potential solution to the inability to correct the displacement vector when

\zIlt-t=o is averaging the spatial gradients in the two frames with a ~:l weight

ing. (Less weight being given to the gradient values obtained from the present

frame since a backward difference must be used.) At least this would yield a

nonzero spatial gradient in the correct direction without putting too much weight

on a noisy estimate. Alternatively one could first see if the \ zIl t -1 == a when toFDI

> T and then [arid only then) use v~Ilt·

Something that should be done is investigate the effect of signal noise.

Although an analytical measure of the effect was derived herein and the real

sequences do can tain noise, no si m u lat.ions were run on image sequences to which

noise had heen intentionally added.

The tem pora l prediction scheme was not <i rnu lut.ed herein. However. it

appears that it is inferior to the spatial prediction scheme (t'ither in performance or

implementation complexity) since the researchers who proposed temporal predic

tion [3,.).)] have since started using a perturbation of spatial prediction [86-88].



~OIIl(J a dv.m t aaes Blight ;H'('rlll~ by usill~ a fixpd predictor for the intensity

ins tead 0 r s \vi t c'hi It g b(I t \\ p p n ('0 nd i t. i0 naI rp p I(t nish rnell t (C_: l{ ) and n lot ion

compensat ed (\IC'). \\"h('T\ 11~ing a fixed predictor, some rfJ~~archers have .id vo-

cated resetting d1

when ~FD < I.DFD within a previously scanned area [74.7.:>].

This could be viewed as a switched corrector .

.-\ potential circuit diagram is in Figure 8.1. The coder diagrammed transmits

zeroth-order entropy iuf'ormation..-\ Ie w terms need to be defined:

1) l(z~l) is the actual intensity captured by the camera.

2) I(z,t) is the predicted in tensity , which contains prediction error.

3) I(z,t) is the reconstructed in tensity, which contains quantizer error.

4) R /\\;' is read 'wr ite. The line is either high (indicating read. for example)

or [0\\' (indicating write, for example).

The interpolation portion of the algor ithrn is not indicated. The condition queue is

used to indicate whether the d value needs to be corrected or not.

In the correction circuit there are t wo Iramcstore pairs. The addressing and

clocking to each pair i~ a ltern ated each Irarne. Du r inz one Ir ame-p ror-essi ng time.

one pair (one intensity Ir amestore and one d isplacemen t-est irnate framestore) are

clocked by C--'LK 1, the same clock that is used in the prediction circuit. Intensity

data is stored and displacement estimates are output. This pair is addressed hy an



incrementer. The second i n tensity Ir amest.ore and the second displaceruen t

estimate f'rarnestore are clocked by C;I-JI,:Z, an asynchronous clock, and are

addressed by the motion corrector using d1 an d an incrernenter. For this pair,

intensity data are output and displacement estimates are stored. CLK2 rnust tog

gle the same number of times in one frame interval as Cl.Kl does. Most of the

time CLK2 can be faster than Cl.Kl since in the correction circuit dO is simply

copied from one displacement estimate memory into the other with no intervening

computation. When rnotion correction is being done, CLK2 cannot toggle as fast

as CLKt since more compu tat ion is being done in the correction circuit loop than

in the prediction circuit loop,
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CHAPTER TEN

APPENDICES

10.1 Apperid ix A: Model of the Edges of Moving Objects

This appendix contains an analysis of the edaes found in some actual
v ~

sequences of moving objects...A model for those edges is developed and the model's

effect on the number of terms in a Taylor series expansion which must be retained

for an accurate estimate is investigated.

Two consecutive frames of the sequence bobsjob are shown in Figure A.l.

Each frame is 282 lines by 448 pels/line. Four blocks of data taken from moving

edges in Figure A.la are shown in Figure A.2. The value of the spatial gradient as

the edges are tra versed in ei ther the x or y direction can readily be seen to vary. It

would be advantageous for the analysis done in Chapter 5 if the edges could be

modeled by either a linear or parabolic function. However, an arctan function

appears to be a much better model. In calculating vzI we actually calculate the

components \ .t and \ yI. Thus it is those values that should he modeled. The

intensity function in one dimension and the derivatives are:



I-t~

I == (,4 )arctan (Hr + r') + D

dl 441J
==

dr l+(Bx+(~I)~

d'!.[ '2 4 \ B '.! ( B.r + C--)

liT:!. [t + (Bx + C')'!.]:!

d:l /
-- :2 4" \ B~~

1- :3( Bx + t ' ):!
==

'} [1+ (Ex + (1 ):!r~dr:

The x for which Bx+C' equals zero is the center of the edge. Table ~-\.l shows

the values of the derivatives and the ratio of derivatives for various values of u.

where u== Bx+C is a measure of the distance from the center of the edge. :\ote

that the magnitudes of the higher order derivatives decrease raster than dI/ dx as lui

increases for B=-= 1. However, the rnagnitudes of the higher order derivatives are

significant for values of u close to zero.

Note also that E{VxI \yI} is zero when evaluated over the entirety of an

edge. Therefore the assumption made in going from equation (5.18) to equation

(E>.19), namely that f(i)::::ft(z'), is reasonable.
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Figure A. 2: Examples of Moving Edges
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TABLE A.l

Value of Intensity Derivatives along Image Edges
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dI d 2 r d 3 r d
2YdI

d3VdIu dx
dx

2
dx

3 dx dx dx dx

-4 0.06AB O.03AB2 O.02AB 3 0.47B 0.3382

-3 O.lOAB O.06AS 2 O.05AB 3 0.60B O.52B 2

-2 0.20AB 0.16AB 2 0.18AB 3 0.80B 0.88B2

-1 O.50AB 0.50AB 2 O.50AB 3 1.00B 1.00B2

-0.50 O.80AB O.64AS 2 -O.26AB 3 0.80B -0.33B2

-0.33 O.90AB 0.54AB 2 -O.97AB 3 0.60B -1.08B2

-0.25 O.94AB 0.44AB 2 -1.35AB 3 0.47B -1.4482

0 I.OOAB 0 -2.00AB 3 0 -2.00B2

0.25 0.94AB -O.44AB 2 -1.35AB 3 -0.47B -1.44B2

0.33 0.90AB -O.54AS 2 -O.97AB 3 -0.60B -1.0882

0.50 0.80AB -O.64AB 2 -O.26AB 3 -0.80B -0.33B2

1 0.50AB -0.50AB 2 0.50AB 3 -1.00B 1.00B2

2 O.20AB -O.16AB 2 0.18AB 3 -0.80B 0.88B2

3 O.lOAB -0.06AB 2 0.OSAB 3 -0.60B 0.5282

4 0.06AB -0.03AB2 O.02AB 3 -0.47B 0.33B 2
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10.2 Appendix B: Derivation of the Gradient Estimation Noise
. ~~Covariance, ~gn

This appendix contains the derivation of the noise covariance in the gradient

v_[DFD(Za.dWI, ~ . The gradien t est.irna.tion noise covariance is evaluated In
d d=d'

terms of the expected gradient values and the noise In the image. The gradient

estimation norse, N(i), is the difference between the computed value of the gra-

client and its true value. Therefore it can be written as:

(B.l)

where V. is the computed value of the gradient and v ~ is the true value. \. was
d d d

evaluated in equation (4.7) to be

Substituting (4.7) into (B.1) produces:

where

... t

DFD = oroi«,» ),
eDFD £8 the DFD error,

Vz/ = VzJ(z-d',t-l)lz=z.,. and

e t' is the sp alial qradie nt error.
~

(8.:2)
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Let

, i
I '2 = I (z (]. -- d .t - 1)0

(8.:3)

(13.4)

Assume the measurement error in both [1 and I'!. is due solely to noise. Le.. there

is 110 error due to interpolation in the rneasurerneu t of 12 0 Denote the error in the

t\VO intensity measures as eland e~. respectively. and denote the noise error in the

two components of the gradient as ex and ey ' Evaluating the DFD and writing the

vectors in component form,

(B.5)

- .) [a 1- '- b .

2: 2 can now be evaluated in terms of a and b as
gn

E {a:!} can be evaluated as follows:



L18

E {a~} can bp expanded as:

E{/ 1 t' l I I Cz -[lPl/~el +/tf'le1'zl {lele~\ll +/lelelfZ -!le1e 2e x

+ e 1\" 1 III elf 1\" I I I :! eI + e 1\" 1 l e , \' 1 I -- e L\" ( I e 2\" 1 I + e 1V i Ie 1e I -- e 1V1. I e ~ eI

..All thirty-six terms have four factors, at, least one of which is an error factor. Let

I-a

... t ,

I (Z a - d -- 1, t ),

, I

I(za- d +1,l-1),

- t

l(za -d -lV,l -1), and

l(zil -d l + N,t -1).

(8.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.Il)

where N is the number of samples in one row.

Given that the gradient is estimated by a bilinear central difference equation,

ex can be evaluated as:

(B.12)

Likewise ey IS:



(B.1;~ )

Assu rne the noise is w hit e and has a gaussian d ist.rib u t.ion and a zero mean. In

other words, ass urn-: that eac 11 of t he error terrns is ad d i ti ve, th at the true value of

each measure is uncor relut.ed w it h its error (noise), that the errors are mutually

uncorrela ted. and that the expected value of each of the error terms is zero. These

are standard assumptions [46]. Given the assurnpt.ions, all terms which contain

only a single occurrence of any of the error factors reduce to zero. Thus E {a2}

reduces to:

Factoring out common factors as prefixes,

E{a 2} = E{eI2}[E{Illl}-2E{11I~}+E{I2I:!}]

+ E{v;I}[E{el}+E{ei}]

{ t)l[E{ '")1 E( ?\]+ E lex" f e i (+ \e i ( .

The first term in (B.15) is zero since

(B.15)

(B.16)

;\'ote that l() is not a random field. Since E{e f} = E{e:}}, the last two terms in

(B.15) can be rewritten as:

(B.17)

E {e f } is simply the noise variance of the image. Therefore E{a2} can be written as



£'{a~} == ~(rr:[E{\;[} + E{e x:! }]·

\\' here (T ~ is t he noise var ian cc of the image.

)
1' IE {( t ~ e 1 - 1~ e:~ - I

6' { 1 1 e -te -1 - t/~ e t e:~ + I, 'l e :~ e3 }

I! L'" J 1 tt E' J } + v.E ( }
,'.1 LJ l e -te 4" - I~ l e 4 e3 /1 l e3 e 3

Thus E{a~} can be written as:

E {b:!} is evaluated likewise and is:

E [ab } tan be evaluated as follows:

E {a~} = E {( I , eL -- I 2eI + e i \' lIe 2 \ I I + e 1eI - e :! ez ).

E {ab } can be expanded to:

E{!lezl1e y 11ez / 2ey +[lezelVy!-lteze2VyJ +I1ezeLe y '-llele~ey

1.10

(H.1H)

(8.1 ~)

(B.20)

(B.21)

(B.:22)
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1\11 th ir ty-six terms contain a single occurrence of an error factor and there-

fore eva luate to zero. 1"'11llS

E {ab} = O. (B.23)

Therefore Lin' the gradient noise at convergence, IS a diagonal matrix and

maybe expressed as:

(B.24)
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7.3..:1..'1 E = 0.0::.'0

The three ~vlCt a lgor ithms were run using E = ().020 to see the effect.

Although the Iid e II was reduced by about lO~!o, it was the only advantage of using
\

the larger con vergence coefficient (E = 0.020). A much larger average rnse was

obtained: on the order of 12 using spatial prediction and as high as 2·1.88 using

P,,~\1T, although using mixed prediction the rnse dropped from 11.~39 in the first

frame to 4.52 in the ninth frame.•\ larger variance in the displacement estimates

occurred in all cases. A larger bit rate was required in all cases: :38.1 kbits using

spatial prediction, '11.5 kbits using P~;\..i"1T prediction, and 3.5.2 kbits using rnixed

prediction. This is about a 25% increase in bandwidth in all 3 cases.
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7.3.4 Velocity of Seven Leftward

7.,'1.4.' E := 0.010

The average Iid e II anti the average rnse in each frame Ilsing each of t.he th ree

prediction techniques are plotted in Figures 7.6a and 'i.Bb. Using spatial pred ic-

tion , the variance ill the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

III all nine Irarues. Using p .~\/IT prediction, the variance dropped frorn[
9.10 ]
g.10

[8.87]7.89 [
1.,19]

In the first frame to --J,. ~

In the nin t.h frame. Using mixed prediction,

[8.87]the variance dropped from i .89 [
2.77]

in the first frame to .5,89 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
Pr'L'v1T:
mixed:

34.9 kbits
45.0 kbits
39.5 kbits
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7..(/.4.~ e = O.OO:j

The a verage Iid e II anti t.he average ruse in each frame using each of the three

IJ re <.1 ict ion l~ch11 iques are p lot 1. edill F igu re~ -;-. '7 a a 11 d 7.'7 b. L;~ i11g spaLia I predie-

tion , the variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

[5.26]
6.20 In all nine frames. Using P .\..:.\1T prediction, the variance dropped from

[::~~Jm the first frame to [~:::1in the ninth frame. Using mixed prediction,

[
5.I() 1 [1.on]

the variance dropped from 6.:31 in the first frame to ,1.56 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
p ~~v1"r:

mixed:

34..5 kbits
·'10.6 kbits
:18.1 kbits

In concluding this section , the lowest average Iid e II and the lowest rnse are

obtained with the larger convergence coefficient, but the least variance and

entropy are obtained with the smaller E. PA.MT prediction produces the lowest

average Iid
e
II. mixed pr~·diction produces the lowest mse, and spatial prediction

produces the lowest entropy.
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[ 6.961
10.17

[7.06]9.18

7.3.5 V elocity of Seven Rightward

ldl.5.1 E = V.010

TIre average Iid,.,11 and the average mse ill each Ir arne using each of the three

prediction techniques are plotted in Figures 7.8a and 7.Sb, Using spatial predic-

tion. the variance in the displacement estimates over the moving area was about

in all nine frarues. Using P 4~\'1T prediction, the variance dropped from

[t.8
11]

In the first frame to 4"'- in the n in th frame. DRing mixed prediction,
Li.tJl

[
7006] [3.61]

the variance dropped from 9.18 in the first frame to 3.80 in the ninth frame.

The entropy bits required to transmit the nine frames were:

spatial:
PA~IT:

mixed:

29.3 kbits
:37.n kbits
:~O.9 kbits
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